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Area Sales Manager

Applications to:

John Clark
Plantation Rug Co
Horsfield Way
Bredbury Park Way
Stockport
Cheshire
SK6 2TJ

The Plantation Rug Company are importers and distributors
of quality handmade wool rugs and we are looking to recruit

an enthusiastic Sales Manager for Southern England.

The ideal candidate must have a strong working relationship
with Flooring and Furniture retailers in the Kent, Sussex &

Surrey areas.

Previous knowledge of the Rug market would be an
advantage but is not essential as full training will be given. 

Other 'must have's' include enthusiasm, the ability to see an
opportunity, act on that opportunity, and be an highly

motivated individual that can work on their own initiative.

In return a competitive salary, a commission based bonus
scheme, Healthcare and pension plans, fully expensed

company car. 

Nine to Fivers need not apply!
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By buying Domo’s carpet, needle felt and
carpet tile businesses, Domo Group will
instantly become just under a third larger
(see page 8). Anyone anticipating this to be
the first of a string of takeovers as the
Belgian producers consolidate is likely to be
disappointed.

While the deal should transform Balta by
allowing it to enter new markets and its
increased size making it a more important
supplier and customer, it doesn’t change the
position that there are too many firms
chasing too few orders and not making a
decent profit from it.

The extent of the situation is laid bare by
National Statistics’ retail sales figures for July
(see page 6). While the media heralded the
overall increase in sales, flooring sales

dropped by more than a fifth. July isn’t a
busy month for flooring sales at the best of
times, but such a fall – compared with a weak
2009 – could mean very bad news for many
companies if it carries on. 

Hopefully the consumer advertising
campaigns by the Carpet Foundation (see
page 10) and Fun on the Floor (see page 23)
help the situation. Furniture and lighting at
least seems to be faring better, being
fractionally ahead of 2009.

This month’s issue focuses on product
development and it has been fascinating to
find out how suppliers have responded to
market conditions, tried to find new
customer bases and looked to innovate in
the search for business.

There will also be much interest in the
Office of Fair Trading’s study into the
advertising of prices, which is due to be
published soon. If the OFT rules that setting a
high reference price in order to increase the
perceived discount, for example, is
misleading consumers, then retailers across
several sectors could have to develop a
marketing strategy that doesn’t almost
exclusively focus on price. And that would be
interesting.

EDITOR’S COMMENT
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A defining moment?

Andrew Kidd
EDITOR

The new Princetown Mondrian
by Axminster Carpets in 100%
pure new wool, pictured in
Grouse: one of 14 new options in
the Princetown quality. Mondrian
is one of three new designs
alongside Matisse – both 
available in three colourways –
and Picasso, available in eight
colours. 
Tel: 01297 33533.
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Will Balta Group’s purchase
of Domo’s flooring
operations bring a period
of consolidation in carpet
production?
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Loading up: Staff at John Lewis At Home’s Croydon store prepare for its 26 August opening. Some
70 members of staff took four days to stock the store with 20 trailers of products. It is the first John
Lewis branch to be run by an all female senior management team.

New owner for
Hjellegjerde 
Danish furniture producer Intertil has
completed its £2.2m takeover of Fjords
owner Hjellegjerde. The company has
been battling financial problems for
more than a year, with debts of £12.2m
and it has breached banking covenants.

‘This is obviously a very important day
for Hjellegjerde,’ says Olav Inge Røyset,
Hjellegjerde ceo. 

‘The most important short-term course
is that Hjellegjerde has added the
necessary new equity and has a good
industrial owner. It means that we can
now focus on future growth.’

The combined group will have sales of
about £138m.

Flooring sales suffered the worst July performance in nine

years, with sales down by more than fifth compared with

July 2009. Furniture and lighting sales were down 4.6% in

July but remain up on last year for the year to date.

Figures from National Statistics show that flooring sales

fell by 22.6% in July – the largest annual drop since at least

2001– with a sales index of 96.2. In comparison, November

2007 registered the highest sales since 2001 with a sales

index of 153.4.

Sales fell for the fifth consecutive month and for the first

seven months of the year are 14.4% down on 2009. Annual

growth for each month this year has been 8.2%, 4.4%, 

-19.6%, -18.8%, -22%, -20.5% and -22.6%. 

But sales were 12.25% better than in June, which

recorded the lowest sales for any month since January 2001

with the exception of December 2008 and December 2003,

with a sales index of 85.7.

July’s furniture sales were the lowest for a July since 2005

and the fourth lowest July since 2001, with sales index of

96.6. Although down 4.6% on 2009, it was 9% up on June,

which was the weakest month for five years with a sales

index of 86.5. 

The furniture market peaked in November 2004 with a

sales index of 118.8. Sales for the first seven months of the

year were 0.95% higher than 2009, with sales higher than

last year in four of the seven months.

Flooring sales plummet 
but furniture up on 2009

TCS boosts UK stock 
Furniture importer TCS has invested in a 200,000sqft

warehouse in Morecambe, Lancashire that will halve delivery

times of stock items to seven days. 

Some 1million sqft of racking has been installed in the

former Reebok logistics base – sufficient to hold the

equivalent of at least 400 containers.

Thomas Small, TCS md says having more stock will solve

any logistical problems, such as during the Chinese New Year.

‘Companies need to invest in service, even if the market is

tough. Just reducing the quality of the product is not a way

forward. Independents risk losing their reputations if they try

to sell such products,’ he says.

Comeback for MFI
Almost two years after it collapsed, the MFI brand could be
making a comeback as a bathroom chain. Bathroom retailer and
manufacturer Walker Group has paid administrator MCR
£250,000 for the MFI brand rights.

‘In line with the ever-changing retail landscape, MFI is being
specifically refreshed to offer a more innovative and design led
product range and shopping experience, while continuing the
tradition of offering great choice and value for money backed
up with first class customer service and support. 

‘The MFI brand relaunch promises to be one of the most
eagerly anticipated events in the UK retail calendar,’ states a
holding page at mfi.co.uk. 
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Peter Knight, the Beaconsfield,

Buckinghamshire furniture, flooring,

lighting and accessories retailer, is to

close this month after nearly 50 years of

trading, as its owner retires.

‘Retailing is changing dramatically

and business is falling away. Today

you’ve got supermarkets becoming

more like department stores,’ says Peter

Knight, owner. ‘There’s no question

about it, we are obviously very sad.’

Knight founded the store in 1963

after running a furnishing shop in

Surrey. The store has a Royal Warrant

and has supplied ‘personal items’ to the

Royal Family for many years.

New Lifestyle

options
Lifestyle Floors is the latest brand from
Headlam available through the group’s
wholesalers. The collection of 19 carpets,
18 of which are exclusive, includes
polypropylene twists, 100% wool berber,
shaggy, stripes, 80/20 wool twists and
cut pile prints. The offer will be expanded
to include other products.

Store displays have also been
developed with several wall units and
lecterns in a rosewood finish featuring
easy to change displays (pictured).

‘We wanted to boost displays in
independent retailers and where they
have been installed, we have seen a
major increase in sales,’ says a
spokesman. About 70 displays a week are
being installed. The ranges are available
without the displays at higher prices.Peter Knight calls it a day

Balta Group snaps up
Domo’s flooring operations
Balta Group is to become a £570m company after agreeing

to buy Domo Group’s carpet, needle felt and carpet tile

operations.

Balta will take over Domo’s Belgian production facilities

at Oudenaarde, Zele and Ghent, and retain the 725 staff.

Domo is keeping its nylon carpet yarn and artificial grass

operations as it concentrates on chemicals, property and

private equity.

Balta Group had sales of £435m and Domo’s flooring

division had sales of £135m last year. Balta can use the

Domo name for flooring until the end of 2013.

‘This is a splendid opportunity for us,’ says Jules 

Noten, Balta Group ceo. ‘Until today Balta had no 

activities related to carpet tiles and needle felt. We can 

tap into the strengths and geographical overlap of each 

of these business units, without neglecting to harvest 

the potential synergies operationally,’ he says.

The group will adapt operations to focus on the most

efficient product-market combinations. 

‘This transaction will create an overlap only for

broadloom carpet. After an evaluation period the product

ranges will be optimally spread across the various

manufacturing facilities and segments,’ says Noten.

The deal is expected to be concluded by the end of this

month, following approval by competition authorities.

‘Our intention is to put together two highly

complementary businesses that will strengthen Balta’s

leading franchise, giving it extended product and

geographical reach, while simultaneously achieving

significant operational synergies,’ says Julian Huxtable, a

senior principal at Doughty Hanson, Balta Group’s private

equity owner.

New livery delivered
Crucial Trading has updated its delivery fleet livery for the first time in more than a decade. Ten of the
firm’s 80 vehicles have been given the lifestyle imagery so far.

8news_IMsept.qxp  23/8/10  10:27  Page 8
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Carpet 
campaigns
The Carpet Foundation is investing
£125,000 in a three month consumer
advertising campaign which will see 34
advertisements, two thirds of them cover
positions, in the October, November and
December issues of 13 home interest
magazines. The magazines have a
combined circulation of 1.3million. 

To coincide with the Campaign for
Wool, the Carpet Foundation has
reintroduced its Quality Mark as the Wool
Rich Quality Mark. 

Almost all products produced by
Carpet Foundation manufacturers are
wool rich.

Phil Dawson (left) and

Andy Richards have

taken the new roles of

UK and Republic of

Ireland sales director

and national accounts

manager respectively at

Kaymed.

Maggie Porteous, md of John Lewis’s Trafford

Centre and Cheadle stores is to run the chain’s

At Home stores. She will be succeeded by

Margaret Jacques, current md of the Liverpool

branch. The first John Lewis At Home store

opened last October between Poole and

Bournemouth, followed by Croydon last

month and Swindon and Tunbridge Wells in

the autumn. 

Lighting firm Chelsom

has promoted Will

Chelsom to director.

Natuzzi has appointed Ignacio Corral as UK

product manager to analyse consumer insight

and ensure correct brand positioning for the

UK market.

Ekornes has appointed

Katie Marshall as

business development

manager for the north

of England and

Scotland.

Edel Telenzo Carpets UK has appointed five

agents. Brendan Hart will cover Devon,

Cornwall, Somerset and Dorset; Andrew

Jefferies Bristol, Gloucestershire, Wiltshire and

South Wales; Rebecca Gibbons North East;

John Rostron Lancashire, Cumbria and the Isle

of Man and Gary O’Boyle Northern Ireland.

Lynn Clarke has joined

Wiemann UK as

Northern Ireland and

Republic of Ireland

agent.

Mike Holden, Rug Doctor UK md has become

md of the Australian operation. James Budd,

operations director, has become acting UK md.

Formica has named Rebecca Jones as

marketing manager for the UK, Ireland and

Central Regions following Simon Wild’s

promotion to European marketing director.

p
eo

p
le

Biomass power stations fuelled by wood could threaten the supply of timber to

manufacturing companies, according to MDF, OSB and chipboard association,

the Wood Panels Industry Federation.

WPIF says the problem is caused by Government subsidies for burning clean

timber to produce power rather than waste wood. Wood that could be used for

making furniture, wood panels or used in the paper industry, is now being sent

to feed the new biomass-fired plants.

Environmental groups say there is not enough UK grown timber to meet

demand, requiring annual imports of 30 million tonnes of wood. It also

questioned the environmental impact of shipping timber from countries

including Canada and Brazil.

‘Since the Government started subsidising biomass power stations to burn

timber the price of wood has increased by 30% over three years. Inevitably this

will have to be passed on to the consumer,’ says Gavin Adkins, WPIF director and

Kronospan director of sawmilling. ‘This could all be avoided if the Government

decided to subsidise waste wood going to biomass burners instead of

subsidising the clean timber that the manufacturing industry needs.’

Susan Jones, MP for Clwyd South and vice-chair of the wood panel industry

all-party parliamentary group, called for a more sensible use of wood.

‘It is nonsense to sacrifice hundreds of local low carbon jobs for an industry

with high carbon output. There is simply not enough wood in the UK and the

Government subsidy to the biomass industry is going to disadvantage existing

businesses.’

WPIF says 8,700 people are employed by the sector and a further 12,000 jobs

could be affected in the sawmilling sector. As well as job losses, the biomass

power stations would increase the UK’s carbon output by 6 million tonnes (1%) if

it replaced the wood panel industry, it says.

Biomass subsidy
hits furniture and
panel industry 
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GREENWOOD RETAIL LTD
Britain’s Leading Experts in Retail Sales Promotion

1 Wilmslow House, Grove Way, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AG
sales@greenwoodretail.com            www.greenwoodretail.com

For Best Results
Choose Greenwood
“Excellent service and sales results... It was

refreshing to find people who are so helpful,
switched on and professional...”

Peter Harding. FAIRWAY FURNITURE.

“Your representative was excellent... You and
AIS have got the winning strategy... and our

customers loved the Sale... Thanks again.
Peter Uglow. UGLOWS OF CHINGFORD

“Greenwood understands the UK market
better than anyone and it shows in the results!”

Edward Dark. CHALLICOMS OF
CLEVEDON

“I have worked with many firms, and for me
Greenwood is without doubt the best –

friendly, professional and fabulous
sales results too!”

David Carroll. ABEY FURNISHING CO LTD

Call today for a no-obligation
discussion about the options and

possibilities we can offer you.

Tel. 01625 521010
Or, visit our website and watch 

the Greenwood Video to find out
how we can help you generate 
record breaking sales & profit 

for your business.

www.greenwoodretail.com

So Which? magazine has exposed national bed retailers as not
quite following the pricing rules – there’s a surprise. No doubt
many other retailers are saying they knew this anyway and it is
about time these practices were stopped. But, hang on, isn’t it
pretty normal in big ticket retail to over-price goods so that a
‘discount’ can be claimed during sales and promotions? 

Search the high streets and retail parks of our fair land and
branded goods are never offered with these huge discounts,
because it is too easy for the customers to check the original
prices. This is why retailers just love unbranded and so-called
‘exclusive’ products, even if every store in the country has the
same goods – the price can be inflated so that a 50% ‘discount’
can be claimed.

I can imagine that right
now in marketing
departments, the marketeers
are planning their end of year
sales. ‘Buy now before the VAT
increase!’ and then after New
Year they will be shouting:
‘We will pay the extra VAT –
buy now’.

They will see this as a
legitimate marketing strategy.
But is it not just another
cynical way of trying to tempt
the public into stores? Sadly,
the public tend to believe
these promotions.

After many, many years of
selling all sorts of products on a salary plus commission basis, 
it has always been my goal to sell the products that will, 
as near as possible, meet the customers’ needs. This has in 
most instances meant a better quality, thus a more expensive,
item. 

Actually bothering to do this has many benefits, the first, and
by far the most important, is creating satisfied customers,
because satisfied customers will return and buy again. Doing
this will make more money for the company and always
generate more commission. 

All that is involved in achieving higher value sales is taking
the time to learn all there is to know about the products. Then it
is a simple matter of asking the prospective customer what,
precisely they need, and demonstrating how certain products
will satisfy those needs. Then the sale is automatic. 

The big question is why so few so-called salespeople actually
ever ask any questions. 

Andrew Adamson

Promote products with
sound knowledge

All that is
involved in
achieving
higher value
sales is
learning all
there is to
know about
the products
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1 Combining a deep cut pile with a high

and low gloss two-tone yarn to capture

the light, Bahia is the latest carpet to

hail from Vorwerk Carpets. The texture

captures a playful spirit while the

sophisticated colour palette of 10

shades is enhanced with a tonal fleck to

coordinate or contrast.  

Tel: 020 7096 5090

2 With a finish to match any taste,

Artwood is perfect for retailers looking

to offer customers wood flooring with a

unique twist. From a range of coloured

oils, waxes and lacquers to gorgeous

painted finishes, metallic effects and

even high gloss monochrome tones,

Artwood has the largest collection of

styles in the UK. 

Tel: 0845 519 2726

3 Cormar Carpets’ West Country range

is a multi-weight 60oz and 50oz natural

flecked berber twist carpet made from

80% pure new wool, 15% polypropylene

and 5% tuftbond polyester. To give a

sharper, luxurious pile surface the

collection is triple sheared and, like

many of it’s other wool twists, is

branded under the British Wool Crook

mark. 

Tel: 01204 881 234

4 Lano Carpets has revamped its

popular X-tra Twist with the

introduction of four colours that keep

up with the latest interior trends.

Available in 4m and 5m widths, the

twist pile carpet has a palette of nine

shades ranging from Tulipwood through

to Coffee, Havanna and Sapphire. 

Tel: 00800 5266 5266

5 Somnus’ 2010 Supremacy Collection

of beds is a new generation of 10

models, each with its own unique

character, using natural locally sourced

upholstery such as Yorkshire Dale Eco

Wool and Hemptex fibre creating

premium filling blends. The company

has also introduced a number of models

with enhanced features to celebrate its

170 year anniversary this year. 

Tel: 01132 055 204 ���
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The Stellar collection, over 60 new machine made rug designs available from stock
View the entire collection at the Harrogate Flooring Show – stand M24

Asiatic Carpets Oriental Carpet Centre, 105 Eade Road, London N4 1TJ, UK Tel: +44 (0)20 8800 2000
mail@asiatic.co.uk www.asiatic.co.uk

Design shown Sirius SR10
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6

6 ‘While oak is still proving to be a big part of

dining furniture, there is still room for pine and

for an equivalent price, pine delivers higher

quality furniture with far more durability,’ says

Mike Hodgson, CPW Furniture md. The solid

pine Kingston includes extending dining table,

5ft and 6ft tables, chairs and sideboards. 

Tel:  01797 225 014

7 Leading German kitchen designer and

manufacturer Leicht has introduced the Kanto range of budget kitchens to allow

customers to have all the style and quality of an upmarket, contemporary kitchen

at a competitive price. Kanto kitchens use the side panels as the basic planning

principle of the kitchen and from there build a modular kitchen that would fit in

any home. 

Tel: 07802 402 921

8 Lano Carpets’ most popular carpet range, Pembridge Twist, has been given a

new lease of life with the introduction of six shades that deliver on-trend style.

Available in a 4m width, Pembridge Twist now forms part of Lano Carpets’ Easy

Care Collection, designed to capture the essence of the manufacturer’s stainless

carpet collections. 

Tel: 00800 5266 5266

9 Floorwise F5000 Extra Pro Screed smoothing compound is versatile and can

provide a smooth and level surface over most substrates. Its synthetic latex

formulation means the two-part smoothing compound is ideal for use over old

quarry tiles, stone, sand/cement screeds, asphalt or concrete, providing a flat,

smooth and secure surface capable of accepting most floorcoverings. 

Tel: 01509 673 974

10 Recognising a growing public awareness of ecological issues Ulster Carpets

has developed the Natural Choice eco range. Made from 100% natural undyed

wool, it has a variety of textured designs inspired by nature, complemented by a

range of plains. It is recyclable and biodegradable at the end of its life cycle. 

Tel: 028 3833 4433 ���

8

10

7

9
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11 12

11 The Phobos from Limelight Beds is the

perfect bedstead for a contemporary

bedroom. Its minimalistic design will

complement a host of design schemes and

its affordable price tag appeals. The sloping

headboard and high-gloss lacquered finish

add to the modern feel of this bedstead

while the sprung slat base provides

exceptional comfort. 

Tel:  01455 850 150

12 Malvern from Kingsmead Carpets is

one of a collection of family friendly 

Saxony carpets manufactured from Everlon

bleach cleanable polypropylene. Other

products, Snowdonia and Brecon, share 

the same colour bank and will soon be

joined by Silk Sensations and Silk Supreme

in 11 solid colours. 

Tel: 01827 831424

13 New pocket spring range, PocketZing, is

produced using technology exclusive to

Silentnight Beds. Filled with probiotic

friendly bacteria micro-capsules, the Purotex

treatment is 100% natural. The friendly

bacteria reduce mould and moisture,

keeping dust mites at bay and reducing

allergens for a drier, fresher, healthier bed. 

Tel: 01282 813 333

14 Johnny Grey, who first popularised the

unfitted kitchen in the 1980s, is showing the

latest evolution of the concept at Decorex

this year, from 26-29 September at the Royal

Hospital, Chelsea. His new collection is

inspired by the idea of creating a modern

cottage kitchen using natural surfaces,

embedded lighting and the finest British

craftsmanship. 

Tel: 01730 821 424

15 The Concerto sofa is a glamorous

introduction to the Hollywood Glamour

range from Halo, with its new vintage

moleskin fabric available in six colours

reminiscent of the art deco movement of

the 1930s-1950s. Concerto is available in a

number of shapes and styles. 

Tel: 0161 923 0521 or visit

www.haloliving.co.uk

13

14

15
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Merbau smuggling uncovered

The Environmental Investigation Agency and Indonesian
environmental group Telapak have named two of the kingpins
in Indonesia it says are profiteering from the hugely lucrative
international trade in stolen timber.

In the new report Rogue Traders: The Murky Business of Merbau
Timber Smuggling in Indonesia, Ricky Gunawan and Hengky
Gosal are named as two of the major players in smuggling illicit
merbau timber.

Merbau is a dark hardwood used to make flooring, decking,
outdoor furniture, doors and window frames. Merbau logs in
the Indonesian province of Papua are sold for between US$250
and US$300 per cubic metre. It is heavily targeted by illegal
loggers and smugglers due to strong demand for raw timber in
China and India and for merbau products in Europe and the US.

Within Indonesia, almost all merbau trees are in Papua and its
forests form part of the last significant tract of intact tropical
forests in the Asia-Pacific region. About a quarter of Papua’s
forests have been cut down in the past 12 years.

Following the seizure of 23 containers of merbau logs in
Jakarta last October, EIA/Telapak investigators posing as timber
buyers uncovered a smuggling operation headed by Gosal
which used bribery and exploited failings in the monitoring
system to acquire documentation for the shipment. Gosal
admitted smuggling up to 50 containers a month of merbau
square logs to China, in contravention of Indonesia’s log and
sawn timber export bans, and claimed to have bribed customs
officers to ensure safe passage out of Indonesia.

The report says another illicit timber trafficking hotspot is the
city of Surabaya, in East Java, the base of operations for Ricky
Gunawan. Since 2007 EIA/Telapak has submitted several reports
on his alleged activities to Indonesian authorities, but he has
yet to be investigated. As recently as December 2009, he was
shipping illegal merbau to southern China, claims EIA.

‘Utilising a variety of methods to circumvent the authorities,
Gunawan wields such influence that when one of his China-
bound merbau shipments, falsely purporting to be “bridge
components”, was detained by Indonesia customs in April 2009,
swift intervention on his behalf by some government officials
and members of local parliament ensured the timber was
released for onward shipment,’ claims the report.

‘While the huge quantity of illegal timber flowing from
Indonesia during the first half of the decade has declined,
effective law enforcement against those responsible – the
financiers, company bosses and corrupt officials – has been
woefully inadequate,’ says Julian Newman, EIA campaigns
director.

In 2005 the Indonesian government clamped down on illegal
logging after the EIA/Telapak report, The Last Frontier, exposed
smuggling of merbau to China. But in April the extent of
ongoing illegal logging spurred president Susilo Bambang
Yudhoyono to voice his frustration at the lack of progress in
prosecuting illegal logging cases through the courts and to
order the government’s task force on eradication of judicial
corruption to investigate.

Environment groups name two kingpins in illegal international trade
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Merbau logs being collected for delivery to a sawmill near Jayapura, Papua province in September 2009

Proudly serving the market since 1987
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This month sees the return of the Fun on the Floor campaign
promoting carpets to consumers with its third major advertising
campaign.

The promotion runs from September to mid-November in
magazines including Beautiful Homes and Period Living and will
be seen by 11.685million female homeowners aged 25-plus.
Some 35% will be in socio-economic groups A and B, 51% C1
and C2 and 14% D and E. A major part of the advertising is the
inclusion of 1.4million four-page leaflets (included with this
issue) that will be inserted in two editions of OK!

The campaign’s website has seen a major increase in visitor
numbers, rising 73% to 126,054 from June 2009-2010 and page
views topping half a million at 503,837. The website has
continued to improve its search engine rankings, being the top
ranked for carpet ideas throughout the year, in the top 10 for
carpet, top three for carpet flooring, top seven for carpet
retailers, top five for flooring ideas and the top five for carpets.

Consumers can also download a leaflet from the website
allowing them free installation advice, measuring and
estimates. ‘With the steady number of leaflets being
downloaded, retailers should be seeing shoppers in-store,’ says
a campaign spokesman.

Abingdon Flooring, Associated Weavers, Balta Group,
Brockway Carpets, Carpetright, Cormar Carpets, Domo Group,
Lano Carpets, Roger Vanden Berge and Terza support the
campaign.

FotF also produces a trend report to aid consumer choice. The
2011 Trend Report is expected to generate significant media
coverage, building on the success of the £681,099 worth of
Press coverage the 2010 edition received between September
2009 and March 2010.

The report predicts five main trends, which Victoria Redshaw,
founder of trend forecast company Scarlet Opus and industry
specialist lecturer of trend forecasting at the University of
Huddersfield, describes on the following pages. ���

Enjoy the
promotion
Fun on the Floor kicks off its latest

consumer campaign

Where you will see the advertisements
Beautiful Homes (three times), BBC Homes & Antiques,

Country Homes & Interiors (three times), Country Living
(twice), Daily Express (30 times), Daily Express Saturday
magazine (21 times), Daily Mail Weekend magazine, Easy
Living, Essentials (three times), Good Housekeeping (twice),

Homes & Gardens (three times), House & Garden, House
Beautiful (three times), Ideal Home (three times),

Independent Magazine, Living Etc (three times), Mail on
Sunday You magazine, Marie Claire (three times), New! (15

times), News of the World Fabulous magazine, OK! (26

times), Period Living, Prima, Real Homes, Red, Star (three

times), Sunday Express (three times), Sunday Express S
magazine (five times), Sunday Times Style magazine,

Telegraph Magazine, Woman & Home (three times) and Your
Home.
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FEELGOOD FACTOR
It’s time to break the rules. We have been constrained and
careful for too long and this trend injects fun back into our lives
and home decor. The mood is witty, bold and daring but there
is also a relaxed road trip feeling that pulls the trend back from
being frantic, instead giving it a carefree atmosphere – the
perfect antidote to the recession. 

This look is bright, expressive and full of surprises. It is
encapsulated in Miami’s art deco district: bright pastel
architecture, glamorous beach lifestyle and neon lights. Home
to a spectrum of colourful 1920s and 1930s buildings,
transforming it into a tropical playground, including angular art
deco and curvaceous and streamlined Moderne styles. 

The surreal elements seen in last season’s trends become
exaggerated during 2011 with a Dalí-esque influence. Next year
a Dalí museum will open in Florida along with three films about
his life. The melting clocks of his painting, The Persistence of
Memory, inspire an array of new designers’ work, experimenting
with the melted appearance of hard, stable products. 

A comic book hero and cartoon character aesthetic is
apparent in the colour mix and design for furniture, 
carpets, lighting, rugs, upholstery and ceramics. It’s a little bit

Betty Boop – frivolous and sexy – and a little bit Tintin – clever
and upbeat. 

REDSHAW’S REPORT
The bright ‘popped-out’ colour palette is liberating and
abandons the conventions of colour theory to create intense
colour clashes of vibrant sunset shades alongside fluoro brights,
bold cooling blue/greens, shocking Schiaparelli pink and
accents of edgy black that give the trend a punchy look.

The tropical playground theme is translated in the form of
palm trees, flamingos, waves, kitsch sunset inspired designs and
cocktail paraphernalia. Art deco architecture inspires: think bas-
relief stucco, cast concrete, patterned terrazzo flooring, giant
murals on exterior and interior walls, etched glass panels and
confident colour blocking on carpets and walls. 

Our fascination with luminescence continues with LED
integrations in wallcoverings, backlit 3D patterns and luminaires
projecting patterns on to walls and ceilings. Kitsch neon signs
add an electric vibe. Multicoloured polka dots, diamond
patterns, zig zags, kaleidoscopic prints and candy stripes are
used boldly on wallcoverings, upholstery fabrics, cushions,
ceramics and even carpets.

KEY COLOURS

Canary Yellow

Intense Coral

Schiaparelli Pink

Raspberry

Ripple Miami

Mauve

Poolside Blue

Bright Sea Green
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A new urban homesteader movement is emerging,
but unlike the back-to-the-land movements of the
1940s, 1960s and 1970s, modern homesteaders are
staking their claim in the city and suburbs. They
are determined to live their own way – simply and
in touch with nature – among the urban sprawl. 

Rather than a desire to escape from the chaos of
the city, there is a desire to bring simplicity to city
life and bring the countryside into our urban and
suburban homes and routines. It’s about having
the best of both worlds. This trend is tough, honest
and has a strong western ranch styling that is
sturdy and hard wearing, with feminine touches
that soften the otherwise masculine working the
land look. 

Slowness brings awareness of new priorities and
pleasures. The colour palette reflects the ethos of
this trend. It is uncomplicated and based on
harmonious partnerships that work well together –
Washed-out Denim and Sawdust exist alongside
Indigo and a patriotic Red. 

Historic native American undertones introduce
Navajo Turquoise and Buffalo Hide. Frayed edges
and hessian detailing communicate a no frills
approach, while broderie anglaise, crochet and
lace detailing add a feminine frill to much more
than textile accessories – low-relief patterns on
wooden cabinets, chairs, porcelain lamps and
ceramics take inspiration from traditional
needlework and bobbin-work. 

Carpets add to the softness and warmth of this
trend and are woody brown, denim blue or brick
red. Hand-painted oak furniture is decorative and
appealing, while railway sleepers inspire a simple
approach to shelving and seating. We take a
moment to rest out on the porch, sip homemade
lemonade and watch the world go by. 

REDSHAW’S REPORT
Tiny florals, gingham checks and patchwork add a
feminine edge to this look. The native American
influence is seen in geometric border patterns,
beaded crafts and fringing, while cowboy boots
and saddles inspire tooled and stitched patterned
leather furniture and accessories. In fact, bold
stitching, buckles and rivet studs embellish
everything from lighting to seating. Horse motifs,
buffalo silhouettes, snake skins and even horned
animal skulls find their way on to decorative
objects, while grasses and crops are gently blown
by warm winds on tiles, wallcoverings, and
upholstery fabrics. 

The colours, textures, motifs and patterns in this
trend are inspired by seeds, seedlings, dried
flowers and cereal grains. Denim is also essential to
the western aesthetic. For carpets this means hard-
wearing textured carpets in neutral shades of
beige or patterned, washed out blues. 

KEY COLOURS

Grey

Sawdust

Buffalo Hide

Washed-out Denim

Indigo Jeans

Navajo Turquoise

Flag Red

WAY OUT WEST 
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More people live in cities than in the country. Space is
becoming an issue. As modern life begins literally to push us
into a corner, we need cleverly designed products that make
tasks easier, quicker and more pleasurable.

The Modular Revolution relates to the fact that science will
enhance our future lives, and is essentially concerned with
introducing space and light into our lives and homes, along
with a modular design philosophy. Surfaces imitate diffracted,
reflected and diffused light. Space-saving furniture with
multiple layout possibilities are key, allowing us to feel in
control of how we use our space.  

Science and design come together to create simple aesthetics
based on complex technologies and, as more product designs
start as computer simulations, a futuristic styling emerges.
Computer generated designs may have an origami appearance
of folding and facets, but they also display a human softness. 

This is achieved by designers who focus on comfort,

efficiency, safety and ease of use, resulting in curvaceous,
visually ‘soft’ products that comfort and protect us. Carpet is a
key element of this trend, moving the aesthetic away from a
harsh minimalism towards a cocoon-like sanctuary.

REDSHAW’S REPORT
This look alludes to open spaces, clean air, bright light and
luminosity. Achieve this with iridescent sequinned wallpapers,
opalescent finishes, perforated holes in ceramics and lighting,
shimmering vinyl upholstery, blurry optical effects and
translucent materials. This all relates literally to being able to see
things in a better light. 

In terms of colours, look for cold pastels in delicate,
translucent tinted hues with luminous and shimmering
qualities. Carpet is a very important feature in creating a soft
and cosseting interior scheme. Sticking to muted foundation
tones for the carpet will add a gentle feeling of comfort.
Alternatively, contrast pale walls and surfaces with an edgy
black or bold coloured carpet.

KEY COLOURS 

Foundation

Opalescent Green

Iced Aqua

Solar Blue

Iced Peach

Sequin Pink

Titanium Grey

MODULAR REVOLUTION
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While the Ballet Russe were training and performing in Paris,
contemporary artists of the day, such as Picasso, Matisse and Miró,
and designers including Chanel, Poiret and Bakst Lev, contributed
their creative skills via set designs, costumes and posters. 

London’s V&A museum is hosting an exhibition in autumn/winter
2010 celebrating the centenary of the Ballet Russe Company’s first
appearance. The exhibition will showcase a broad spectrum of
costume, design and fine art allowing a new appreciation of the
avant-garde modernism, orientalism, neo-classicism and neo-
romantic influences that inspired the Ballet Russe. 

These influences are identified in this trend as we see a 1920s art
deco aesthetic with a mixed mood of gaiety and sophistication. A
vibrant spirit and carefree attitude, mixed with a laid-back mood of
dark 1920s opium dens and the sophistication and elegant glamour
of the New York hotels and Parisian salons of the day. There is a
theatrical mood, but the drama is bold and striking rather than
understated. There is a sense of passion and daring. 

REDSHAW’S REPORT
The vibrancy and rich glamour of this look is echoed in the colour
palette, which includes flame-like oranges through to red, russets
and deep wine shades, merging into dark purple tones. Dark
wallcoverings and colour blocking help to create dramatic tension
in room schemes. For carpets this means making bold colour
choices, using deep dramatic shades of red and purple in a
luxuriously thick pile. 

URBAN JUNGLE
The past two seasons have seen urban elements of concrete,
graffiti and erosion mixed with crystals, high-shine finishes and
baroque shapes, and grey established as a new neutral classic.
This season will see the fusion of nature and the city – a
physical metaphor of our concerns for survival. With the rise of
urban farming and green buildings, cityscapes and landscapes
merge as we invite nature into urban environments. 

Pivotal to this trend is the World Expo 2010 in Shanghai. Its
theme of Better City, Better Life represents the common wish
for improved lifestyles in future urban environments. The city’s
cold concrete grey tones are softened with warmer tones of
slightly yellowed fresh greens. The hard-edged city aesthetic
merges with the random growth of foliage as nature takes hold,
in a look reminiscent of the abandoned cities of South America. 

Surface pattern design appears overgrown and overlaid, with
foliage taking over as the principal pattern, particularly on
wallcoverings and some carpets. The structure of smart
geometrics, grids and stripes are overprinted, embroidered,
sometimes transparent or layered, with all pattern ordered and
the framework still showing through, imitating natural surfaces. 

REDSHAW’S REPORT
Tableware, cushions, carpets and rugs display the imprints of
entangled stems. Grasses, branches and leaves feature heavily,
and exotic plants are important to bring the outdoors in. There
are traces of erosion too; the sense that the high-shine surfaces
of mirrored and metal furniture have become tarnished and
lightly corroded by the city air. Carpets in this trend are all
shades of green, sometimes patterned with leafy geometrics in
bold colour combinations, or more subtle in tones of grey. 

Cloisonné Gold

Amber Flame

Russian Red

Bright Burgundy

Sapphire Pink

Dark Mink

Poiret Purple

KEY COLOURS

Sidewalk Grey

Concrete Block

Fresh Moss

Tangled Vine

Deep Jungle

Carbon Black 

BALLET RUSSEKEY COLOURS
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‘I’m passionate about helping people
turn their home into a place that meets
their family’s needs and is somewhere
they love spending time. I’m a big fan of
carpet. I visit a lot of people’s homes and
I don’t believe we all make the most of
carpet,’ says George Clarke. 

‘I have light grey carpets in my house
and plan to carpet the whole of my new
basement. Carpet is warm, easy to care
for and hygienic. It absorbs sound and
keeps the heat in. And there is a huge
variety of textures, colours and styles
that can completely transform a room.
Instead of thinking about flooring and
then the decor, the floor should be
considered as part of the decor. A bold
coloured, striped, patterned or
beautifully textured carpet can be an
integral part of a room’s scheme and can
dramatically change the way the room
looks.’

Clarke says the next two seasons will
be interesting in terms of trends, as new
attitudes, lifestyles and values emerge. In
contrast to technological advances that
alter every part of life, faster than ever
before, we’re seeing a new interest in

design, products and interiors that show
a human touch. 

There has also been a shift in
consumers’ attitudes – ‘spend, spend,
spend’ has been replaced by ‘how long
will this last?’ and more value is placed
on longevity, quality and craftsmanship. 

Clarke says the five key trends for 
this year are all fantastic in totally
different ways – from the decadent
drama of Ballet Russe to the poptastic
Miami inspired mayhem of Feelgood
Factor. 

‘The Modular Revolution trend is a
really exciting one for me, as it’s forward-
looking and is heavily influenced by
contemporary architecture. Most of us
live in cities and few of us have enough
space. Even in the tiniest bijou London
pad, there are loads of ways you can
create more space, or give the illusion of
it. The Modular Revolution trend is all
about throwing light around, opening up
the space, and innovative product
design. But this look isn’t about cold
minimalism – the colours, curved lines
and use of carpet give it a soft, warm,
comfort that really appeals to me.

‘In Ballet Russe I love the combination
of art deco, baroque, rococo and Oriental
influences in this trend. The opulent
fabrics, sumptuous carpets and
embellishment make this a very sexy,
sultry look. There’s something quite
poetic about the way the Urban Jungle
trend reflects our concerns for urban
development. 

‘Architects are creating fantastically
innovative green buildings, and on a
smaller scale I’ve met a lot of people who
use their roofs and even walls for
growing things on. This look has moved
on from monochrome to an altogether
more mature blend of greys and
yellowed greens. Using a green carpet
gives the impression of bringing the
outdoors in and adds freshness to the
home.

‘Way Out West is a really homely, laid-
back trend and I think it will be really
popular. The colours are easy to use
together and there’s a harmonious blend
of masculine and feminine elements in
this look. Tough materials like wood,
leather and denim are softened with
carpets, embroidery and crochet.’

Architect and TV presenter George Clarke is the latest expert for FotF

PROFILE
George Clarke is an

architect, writer and

lecturer and one of the

most successful UK

property presenters on

TV. After three successful

series of Build A New Life
for Five, he became the

face of architecture at

Channel 4 with The Home
Show and Restoration
Man. 

Born in Sunderland,

he wanted to be an

architect from the age

of 12. After studying

architecture at the

University of Newcastle

and University College

London, Clarke started

his own practice,

Clarke:desai, which has

a high profile client list,

including Simon Fuller,

Jamie Oliver, Orange

and Seoul International

Airport.
Carpet man
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Leading manufacturers explain how flagship collections are created,

with Brockway citing research and development as crucial

‘Apart from the colours perhaps being
slightly different from one another, it
doesn’t matter who makes them as they
all look the same,’ was the gist of a recent
conversation about carpet. To the casual
shopper faced with a sea of beige as they
enter a carpet store, this is a valid view.

But there is far more to the
development of a carpet range, as
leading manufacturers explain.

Brockway Carpets’ Designer Collection,
launched in August, is the result of more
than a year’s investment in research,
design and development which has led
to what it calls its most important
product launch for several years.

‘Brockway has always had a solid
reputation in the floorcoverings market
as a designer and manufacturer of high
quality, mid-range carpets appealing to
end users looking for a combination of
quality and value for money,’ says Charles
Annable, Brockway md. 

Where the company was perhaps
under-represented was in the premium,

designer and fashion-influenced end of
the market.

Brockway took its first steps into this
sector two years ago with Vogue: a
coordinated range comprising four
colour palettes, each featuring a stripe
design and five complementary plains. 

The success of Vogue – a new concept
for the UK carpet market – with sales
exceeding expectations, convinced it
that it could increase its presence for this
target audience with an ambitious
collection of designer-led ranges.

Working closely with designers, it
developed eight further ranges to appeal
to a more fashion-led audience. The
resulting carpets feature bold and
uncompromising colours, textures and
stripes, and are a definite step away from

Earning their stripes
Brockway’s established ranges.

‘Purchasers of our new collection of
carpets will be looking for something a
bit different,’ says Annable. ‘Although
price will be a consideration, it will carry
less weight in the final decision than the
look and feel of the carpet, and how it
fits in with the concept the purchaser has
in mind for their home.

‘The success of Vogue convinced us
that this customer was one we could
appeal to and we gave the designers
pretty much a blank sheet to come up
with new concepts and mood boards.
The ideas for the new ranges came from
all sorts of sources – the swinging sixties,
New England, the British countryside and
La Dolce Vita were all involved.

‘The finished carpets are remarkably
similar to the original ideas, and we’re
thrilled with the end result. We have
eight new ranges which, alongside
Vogue, combine to give us a route into a
new and, we believe, profitable
marketplace.’

CARPET

Price carries less
weight than the
look and feel

Brockway’s
Carnaby

���
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‘When it comes to bringing on-trend
carpets to the home, development is one
of the few constants you can rely on,’ says
Ian Hammond, Vorwerk Carpets UK sales
director. 

‘Of course, this is not without its own
complications and expense, but at
Vorwerk we see this as necessary,
particularly as we have deliberately
positioned ourselves as one of the most
innovative and forward thinking carpet
manufacturers,’ he says. 

Vorwerk constantly checks trends and
sales to see what consumers want and
are buying, to help it respond faster to
shifts in the market. 

‘Rather than focusing on one range to
refresh, delete or introduce, we take a
more holistic view to development,
looking at trends and how we can
respond to these, not with just one, but
potentially with three or four ranges,’ says
Hammond. 

‘Colour is perhaps the most obvious
example of this. While beiges are
constant at the low and mid end of the
market, our positioning towards the high
end means that colours sway from year
to year and so we try to keep abreast of
this, fine-tuning palettes across a few
ranges, rather than just adding three or
so colours to one range.’

But such an approach creates
problems in terms of adding cost to
sampling and displays. 

For Vorwerk, the solution is to use
display towers that allow retailers to
show what’s on trend, and not what
Hammond describes as a  ‘a prescribed
overview set’ that can quickly become
out of date. 

‘Along with our Carpet Collection
sample boxes, the tower really helps to
present an image of a retailer that
appreciates design and that is focused
on bringing its customers the latest
trends, rather than a sea of uninspiring
carpets.’ ���

Above: Corona in Silver Lining

Left: Nomada in Ocean Deep

Far left: Fabula in Snow White

We take a more holistic view to development, looking at
trends and how we can respond to these

Vorwerk 
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‘Around 25% of the designs didn’t exist in
our portfolio two years ago and this is a
fact we are proud of,’ says Richard
Lawrence, Axminster Carpets marketing
manager.

‘Of course we have our long running
favourites and our plain and heather
carpets are tweaked with new colours on
a regular basis, but it is in our patterned
carpets where our continual product
development plan really comes to light.‘

The Princetown collection is a good
illustration of this, Lawrence says, having
recently gone through a revamp with the
introduction of three designs: Mondrian,
Matisse and Picasso. While the original
designs in the 100% wool collection –
Crest and Gem – feature a relatively
contemporary motif that was on-trend at
its introduction, they now appeal to a
more mature homeowner, so the three
designs were added to bring a vibrancy
to appeal to a younger buyer. 

‘Axminster carpets are known for their
quality, but we are faced with the
common misconception that the designs
are all floral swirls and Persian inspired
creations, particularly among younger
homeowners. While Crest and Gem prove
this isn’t the case, their appeal is select
and in a sense the designs are preaching
to the converted. With the introduction
of Mondrian, Matisse and Picasso we are

attacking a new audience in a new way,
as we have done with Striata in our
Salcombe collection and, a few years ago,
with the introduction of Natural Plaid.’

The company is launching these styles
to coincide with this month’s National
Wool Week, as it expects the home
interiors press to respond to the high
profile campaign with more attention on
wool carpets. They will also feature in
Axminster’s first major consumer
advertising campaign across 10 popular

home interest magazines during the
three month autumn sales period. 

‘Whether continual product
development or a presence in consumer
magazines, the end goal is the same:
proving to a new and younger audience
that carpets from one of Britain’s most
treasured manufacturers are perfect for
their sense of style, and that they too can
benefit from the same beauty and
durability as generations before them,’
says Lawrence.

Edel Telenzo has targeted the soft contract market, particularly

for care and nursing homes, with Aquarius (pictured) and 

Taurus. 

‘This is a market that many of our retailers target in their local

areas and we felt we could help with a well-engineered contract

quality carpet at a keen price point,’ says Lesley Inman, Edel

Telenzo UK operations manager. 

Development of its Edelon Protect yarn was another trigger.

This 100% polypropylene yarn has such fade, bleach and stain

resistant performance that it has a 10-year guarantee. The result

is two-ply cut pile carpets that don’t look like contract qualities

but perform like they are. 

‘The only real changes that have been made during the

development phase was that the colour bank grew to 11 options

from an original eight and includes some more solid colours

which we know to be popular in the care market,’ says Inman.

The end goal is the same: proving to a younger audience
that Axminster Carpets are perfect for their sense of style

Axminster Carpets 

Well-engineered contract
quality at a keen price

Edel Telenzo

Above: Natural Plaid
Left: Princetown’s
Mondrian
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Airsprung C1

Apropa Machinery A9

Ashley Anderson A24

Bekaert Textiles D7

Blindcraft D10

Bodet & Horst F9

Breasley Consumer Products C13

Burgess Beds D21

Carpenter B1

CPS Group D6

Cumberland Bedding D24

Deluxe Beds B22

Deslee Clama A2

Enchanted House E22

Enkev A11

Gainsborough C3

Gateway Textiles A6

Harrison Beds C19

Healthbeds B20

Hush A Bye C2

Hypnos C7

Icon Designs D9

Industrias Subinas F10

Jaybe D3

John Cotton Group B3

Joseph International F5

Kayfoam E24

Kaymed F20

Komfi E10

Kyoto Futons D14

Leggett & Platt A5

Leggett & Platt Adjustables A3

Maes Mattress Ticking A21

Millbrook Beds B11

Monks International A25

MPT Group D12

Myers, Staples, Slumberland

and Dunlopillo E16/F16

NBF D5

Nelsons Labels A1

Original Fabrics B6

Palatine A19
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Bekaert Textiles will show Purotex, Tencel, 2nd Life and Be Cool
while Breasley will debut its Outlast Medical alongside a lower
divan base version of Salus Inspirations.

From Burgess Beds is the Binary 3000 mattress collection
featuring 3,000 unique pocket springs, hand-stitching and a 
10-year guarantee.

Carpenter is displaying its Sleepbetter range and Snugkids
children’s collection of mattresses and mattress toppers.

Labels and POS supplier CPS will launch CPS Plus with a
range of standardised divan frames, sew-in covers, fibre
products and pillows.

Cumberland Bedding’s Canadian Natura World range of
organic mattresses will be displayed alongside its coir and latex
mattresses that use cow hair to determine the level of firmness. 

Deluxe Beds is introducing the Dream Sleep collection of
pocket sprung mattresses with traditional hand side-stitching
alongside its Evolution and Evolution Memory models, which
feature Agro’s Interactive Spring System having two heights of
spring to provide progressive support. 

Harrison Beds will launch a collection of upholstered bed
frames in a comprehensive palette of colours to coordinate with
its six strong Mattress Tailor range.

Healthbeds unveils the Health Spa range of three models
combining memory foam and pocket springs. All feature a
variety of drawer options, anti-roll edge and no-turn mattresses,
while the top Revitalise model boasts 90mm of foam, 

SHOW GUIDE

Kaymed will
launch K3Gel

Wakey
wakey
This month sees the country’s first

major beds only trade show

where more than 60 companies

are taking part

FAST FACTS

The Bed Show

Telford International Centre

28-29 September

64 exhibitors covering beds, sofabeds,

futons, springs, bedding, ticking,

frames and machinery.

www.bedshow.co.uk
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airflow channels, 2,000 mattress springs and a sprung divan
base.

From Icon Designs are new fabrics as well as adding two
models – Oslo and Milan – to its Concept Memory Sleep
sofabed range. It is also launching a range of upholstered
bedroom sets consisting of headboard, tub-chair and ottoman
alongside a leather chesterfield sofabed from its St Ives
collection. 

Spanish spring company Industrias Subiñas will display its
latest award winning pocket spring encapsulating machinery.
Leggett & Platt bought Industrias Subiñas in 2000 before selling
it back to the Subiñas family in December 2008. 

Joseph International will launch a divan collection of more
than 50 products along with headboards and wallboards.

In recent years Kaymed has established a strong reputation

for mattress technology innovation, and the show will see the
launch of its latest development, K3Gel. The company says
consumers find comfort and keeping cool the most important
factors in helping them get a good night’s sleep. K3Gel offers
three dimensional pressure relief and is composed of a core of
gel cubes that distribute body weight evenly which in turn
encourages healthy circulation and helps alleviate pain and
stiffness. K3Gel mattresses are also temperature neutral. 

The K3Gel mattress is made from natural mineral oils that 
do not misshape under the prolonged presence of weight,
meaning there is no need to turn the mattress, and the air
pockets within the gel cubes promote air circulation
throughout the night, helping the body to maintain a cool 
even temperature. 

The mattress fabric is stretch knit cotton, promoting ���

Above: Deluxe will
introduce Dream Sleep

Left: Icon Designs’ Oslo
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Stellini Textile Group
‘Italian Style in Ticking’

since 1947

Full range of woven jacquard and
knitted stretch production

Visit us at The Bed Show
Stand E3

Stellini Textile Group
Via A.Manzoni 54
20020 Magnago (MI)
Italy

T +39 0331 072501
F +39 0331 072509

info@stellinigroup.com
www.stellinigroup.com

S

Silentsleep Beds Ltd
Parkside Mill, Parkside Road, West Bowling, Bradford

West Yorkshire  BD5 8DX
Tel.01274733643  Fax.01274733748  E mail.info@silentsleep.co.uk

rest on our reputation..........
..........sleep on our experience

We manufacture good quality pocket sprung & open
coil mattress & divans & adjustable electric beds.

We distribute throughout the UK and give an 
excellent service.

All beds are manufactured to order.

Visit us at The Bed Show, stand A8

S
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high breathability, and is smooth and silky to the
touch. Unlike traditional fabrics it moves in
multiple directions, maximising the effectiveness
of the K3Gel and helping it be even more
comfortable to sleep on. The pastel colours and
patterns selected for the mattress designs were a
result of research panels consisting of women
aged between 30 and 45. It showed that women
prefer a subtle imprint on the mattress instead of
vivid colours and patterns that can show through
linen.

From Kyoto Futons are its latest futon, sofabed
and bed designs. On the Leggett & Platt stand will
be its Prodigy, S-Cape, Pro-Motion and Revo
adjustable beds. L&P Springs UK will introduce
Combi-Zone, a customised coil system. Featuring
pocketed innersprings, Combi-Zone allows
customers to design their own multi-zoned
pocket-spring system incorporating variable rate
micro technology and a mini-topper system.

The National Bed Federation will give
information on its first retail support initiative, linked to a
dedicated website packed with useful information and advice;
plus the first of a series of promotional campaign toolkits for
retailers. The initiative is due to be launched this autumn.

Relyon is adding to its Heritage Collection while showing

selected elements of its recently launched Independent
Collection.

Seetall Furniture is exhibiting a comprehensive range of
headboards in contemporary and designer fabrics, plus modern
metal designs. The Shire Bed Company is promoting its âââ

Kyoto more than just a
futon manufacturer:

Kyoto are pleased to launch our new range of UK

Manufactured Upholstered Beds with over 40 fabrics to

choose from and up to five different size options.

Who else could offer this range and versatility along

with the most extensive range of Futons and Sofa Beds

available on the market.

Email: sales@kyoto-futons.com
Phone: 01778 380555

Fax: 01778 380444

Somnus is celebrating its 170th anniversary
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• The UK's sole manufacturer of pocket spring
coiling and assembly machines.

• Highly versatile machines producing an 
extended product range.

• Fast product change-over.

• Integrated manufacturing.

• Optimum production speeds.

• Many years of experience of spring making,
proven world-wide.

Visit us at the NBF Bed Show stand F22

Telephone 01159 467 346, email ijw@springform.co.uk,
or visit our website www.springform.co.uk

Springform
Pocket
Spring

Machinery

SPRINGFORM q  12/8/10  16:29  Page 1

t: 0141 810 4333
f: 0141 810 1424

w: www.kayfoam.co.uk

Kayfoam is the leading foam converter in Scotland

and from its manufacturing facility in Glasgow 

can distribute either roll or flat packed mattresses

and pillows throughout the U.K.

Top of our comprehensive range of Memory 

Foam Mattresses is the CirculairTM Mattress which

has a unique Memory Foam Spring System.

A Division of Kayfoam Ltd.

Super Dream
Mattress Co.

Visit us on Stand E24
at the Bed Show
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Palatine Beds – A Unique Business
Palatine Beds is owned by Newcastle City Council and run by
Your Homes Newcastle. We manufacture and sell mattresses,

divans, electric beds and headboards both to contract
commercial customers and to the general public. We also offer

a full re-upholstery service for both suites and caravans.

What makes Palatine unique?
The factory was originally opened in 1907 named the Council

Workshop for the Blind. We now employ nearly 
50 staff, 70% of which have some form of a disability

Retail Range
Palatine manufactures a range a retail beds with a variety of

specifications. From open coil sprung mattresses to high end
luxury mattresses featuring pocket springs, memory foam and

wool fillings.

Contract Range
The contract range features a series of mattresses for use in 

a commercial environment. From budget contract to water
resistant to top of the range pocket sprung hotel mattresses.
We supply a large number of both public and private sector

organisations throughout the UK.

Our factory shop has examples of retail and contract
beds on display and is open from 8am to 4.30pm

Monday to Friday, 10am to 4pm on Saturday.

Palatine Beds, Stamfordham Road, Westerhope,
Newcastle upon Tyne, NE5 5EH

Tel: 0191 2772544 (switchboard), 0191 2772559 (sales)  Fax: 0191 2772550

PALATINE q  13/8/10  12:16  Page 1
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Pocket Shire Collection, including the 3,000 spring Sandringham
and the Latex Shire Collection, combining 2,000 pocket springs
with latex.

Simmons Bedding Group including the Sleepeezee,
Nestledown and Cumfilux brands, will present a wide range of
models along what it calls ‘an exciting new marketing concept
in sleep technology’. 

SleepShaper is adding to its bed collection a mattress range
for children, pillows, and a new development in dealing with
the perception of heat linked to memory foam.

Somnus will show the Somnus Supremacy 2010/11 collection
within a Somnus Studio concept display, alongside Somnus

Anniversary models. All models will include Yorkshire Dales eco
wool and British wool farmed on the Somnus farm less than 10
miles from the factory. Countess, Legend and Marquis  feature
special anniversary ticking and bed label, while 15 top end
headboards in deep continental styles and fabric colours will be
on show.

Vi-Spring is promoting the introduction of 100% British fleece
wool, including Shetland Isle wool, in its mattress upholstery.

Vita Cellular Foams (UK) will show its Origin foam range
which is less reliant on petrochemicals as it is formulated from a
percentage of sustainable natural oil seeds from crops such as
castor, soya bean and sunflower oil.

Top: Shire’s Pocket Shire
Collection

Above: Shire’s Latex Shire
Collection

Left: Kyoto Futons will
expand its range

���
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Sweet Dreams’ launches will be headed by Duo, an
upholstered visitor bed featuring a full 190 x 90cm underbed
frame introduced in response to retailer demand. It will be
available over a selection of current models to cover several
price points.

Also new is the Hilton divan that shares the same
specification as the current Checkmate, from the Ortho
collection. The mattress features a 12.5g framed spring,
traditional tufting, damask cover and a vertical border. The base
is available in six sizes with four ottoman options. Checkmate
will run alongside Hilton for the remainder of 2010.

Other new models on show include a triple bunk, a sofabed
and several divans produced for the Christmas and New Year
sales period. In addition, updated beds from the Well Being
collection will be previewed in preparation for full launch next
year. ���

The company says it has seen the best performance this
summer from its luxury ranges, especially those with a natural
theme, such as Organic Cotton from the Pocket Spring
collection and Cotton Pure from the Moonflower collection. The
former features a cover containing 75% organic cotton;
supersoft bultex filling as well as 1,500 pocket springs. Organic
Cotton also has the traditional tufting that is undergoing
something of a renaissance. It comes in seven sizes, with four
ottoman options. There are various drawer options and the
choice of a sprung edge or platform top base. Cotton Pure, with
Sleepzone springs has similar options. It features a luxury
knitted, pure cotton cover, again with traditional tufting, and a
top layer of cotton upholstery.

All Sweet Dreams divans are made at the firm’s Burnley
factory, with delivery to store within 10 working days and the
option of direct home delivery.

SHOW GUIDE

Top: Duo has a full underbed frame

Above: Hilton is available in six sizes

Left: Organic Cotton has been a strong performer this
summer
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2010 Awards
The winners revealed

Show Guide
Harrogate Flooring Show

Interiors
monthly
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Subscribe to Interiors Monthly for
just £48 per year and you’ll get...

• 12 information packed issues

• Free catalogues to all the industry events

• Free supplements

• Unique and up to date research & statistics

• The very latest new products

• Design trends

• Hard hitting features

• The latest news & gossip

Plus much, much more!

Call 01732 783561 now, or subscribe online
at www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk

S

To become a
Siesta bed
stockist call

0121 773 9969
www.siestabeds.co.uk
Nationwide Weekly Delivery

POCKET FLEX CARNARVON SOFT FLEX SPRUNG FLEX

FLORENCE ALOE VERA VISCO FLEX BUCKINGHAM CARDIFF

S
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The new contemporary bed collection from Komfi focuses on
a range of bed frames and divans. ‘We’ve taken the very latest
trends in fabrics and combined these with superior finish and
quality to give the best value for money. Komfi has focused on
reducing prices in these turbulent times and therefore giving its
customers the opportunity to maximise sales in the bed sector,’
says Jeff Davies, Komfi sales director. 

The revised Kargo ottoman is now available in leopard print
fabric from £350 for a 135cm model, which Davies describes as
‘the best value design led ottoman in the marketplace.’

The Koko ottoman has been introduced and the Club
ottoman range revised with red, stone and tan colour options.
The new Aztec, inspired from the Eco, is available in black print
and completes the bed frame collection. 

‘We also have a new contemporary divan collection with
storage and/or chrome leg models. These come with a selection
of headboard options from standard sleigh to deep button
models finished in stunning linen fabrics. All the beds are now
reduced in price and come from our investment in developing

our Far East operations. With stock available from October we
have no doubt the collection will be a great success, as already
confirmed at The Manchester Furniture Show,’ says Davies.

The new Sleepluxe high quality pocket encapsulated
mattress range features the Komfi signature covers and brings
together traditional spring technology with luxurious layers
such as pure wool and latex. The successful Sleepsmart range of
roll-up mattresses now features higher quality quilted Outlast
covers along with the addition of pocket encapsulated options,
while the new Komfi kids collection is part of the Sleepsmart
range.

The Zen range has been confirmed as exclusive to bricks and
mortar stockists and will not be available to purchase online. 

‘The Zen range remains at the forefront of Komfi’s innovation
and the ability to produce and manufacture the highest quality
sleep solutions. Our obsession with improving the choice for
consumers is the driving force behind everything we do. We
never design for design’s sake, function comes first with every
Komfi product,’ says Davies. 

SHOW GUIDE

Left: Kargo ottoman

Below: Modena divan with
button headboard
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Specialist bed retailers and supermarkets
are taking market share from other
retailers and are the only two sectors to
increase market share this year.

According to research by Sealy,
specialists increased market share by 
5% to 33.7%. Dreams takes 14.4% of 
the market, increasing its share by 
5%, Bensons held its share at 10.2%,
while Sleepmasters rose by 9%, taking 
it to 7.9%.

Supermarkets enjoyed a 103% increase
and now account for 2.4% of the market.

Independent retailers continue to have
the second largest market share at 28%
despite suffering a drop of 14%. Argos
accounts for 13%, after seeing a 16%
decline. Furniture multiples suffered the
most with market share falling by 26% to
7.4%, while department stores dropped
6% to 6.9%.

Home shopping accounts for 6.8% of
the market, a fall of 13%, while DIY stores

and others held on to a 1.8% share.
Sealy’s research estimates that the

value of the bed and mattress market will
decline by 4% to £1.33bn this year after
suffering falls of 8% and 11% in the past
two years. Sales will stabilise next year,
according to the research.

In terms of manufacturers, the research
identifies Silentnight Beds as the market
leader with 14% of the market. It is
followed by Sealy and Hilding Anders
(Dunlopillo, Slumberland and Myer’s)
with 7%, Relyon 6%, Tempur, Vi-Spring
and Sleepeeze each with 4%, followed by
Rest Assured (3%), Simmons (3%),
Harrison Beds (2.5%), Millbrook (2.5%),
Dorlux (2%) and Layezee (1%). Other
brands account for 17% of the market
and own label 18%.

Despite declining sales, divans still
occupy the largest part of the bed market
with 48% of sales, followed by mattresses
only (28%) and bedsteads (24%). 

In terms of the value of mattress sales,
pocket sprung is the leader with 43%,
open coil makes up 17% of the market,
advance open coil 17% and foam 11%.
The research reveals that pocket and
advance open coil have taken market
share from the other two sectors
indicating consumers are looking for
greater comfort and support.

Almost half (49%) of bed and mattress
sales are below £500 (with higher sales 
of single beds reducing the value of
average sales), 28% of shoppers spend
between £500 to £799, 15% £800 to £999
and just 8% of consumers spend £1,000
or more.

Steve Foreman, Sealy UK md, says the
firm was the fastest growing bed brand
last year and that the research suggests
there are opportunities to trade
consumers up when buying a bed.

‘What price would you put on your
best night’s sleep?’ he asks.

Specialists have the edge
Specialist multiples are winning market share in the beds sector

Above: Pocket sprung divans,
such as Sealy’s Napoli, occupy the
largest market share

Right: Sales of standalone
mattresses, such as Sealy’s
Platinum Avalon are increasing
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Velda UK

Tel: 01384 486070

Email: sales@velda.co.uk

Website: www.velda.net

Veldeman Bedding has been manufacturing

quality sleeping systems for more than 50

years. With a dedicated workforce of over 350

people working in three manufacturing facili-

ties in Belgium and France, it supplies unique

sleep products to 22 countries. Veldeman

manufactures products to ISO9001 stan-

dards, reinforcing its commitment to give the

best possible service to customers.

In 1999 Velda UK was formed to represent

Veldeman Bedding in the United Kingdom.

The aim of the UK sales office is to promote

the Velda brand as well as providing dedicat-

ed support for our customers in the UK.

Velda’s philosophy is simple – to supply

quality products using only the finest raw

materials, manufactured by craftsman to the

highest standards of service and reliability.

There is no doubt that a good night’s sleep

is important, even more so in the current eco-

nomic climate, and consumers are looking for

quality products that provide ultimate luxury, a

superb night’s sleep and good value for

money.

Velda’s product range falls into the mid to

high end market, and its customer base is

quality independent bedding specialists and

top end national retailers covering the whole of

the UK including Northern Ireland and the

Channel Islands.

The Velda collection includes fixed and

adjustable sleep systems with both slatted

and pocket sprung bases. Bases are uphol-

stered in a range of leather-look and fashion

fabrics in a variety of colours.

Velda also offers a wide range of superb

mattresses featuring pocket spring cores,

foam cores with five and seven comfort zones

finished with luxury layers of memory foam,

latex, wool, silk and polyester complete with a

removable cover in double stretch jersey fab-

ric. The range is complemented by matching

accessories: headboards, footboards, bed-

side tables and pillows.

Velda strives to develop innovative products

and its 2010 collection combines the most up-

to-date technological developments available

in the market today.

With over 60 years combined experience in

the UK bedding industry, Velda’s team can

provide an efficient and professional service to

meet all requirements, providing all stockists

with a comprehensive range of marketing

material.

Quality products
manufactured
by craftsmen
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For Hyder Living, developing a wide
range of styles is key to its success.
Wooden beds are popular, often chosen
along with matching bedroom 
furniture, but retailers shouldn’t limit
themselves to wood as other materials
offer a more unusual and attractive
solution, according to Zed Hyder, Hyder
Living md.

‘Of course we have wooden beds in

our portfolio, such as the oiled oak
Torino, but unlike many furniture
suppliers who deal solely in wooden
collections, we specialise in beds and this
means we have been able to develop a
whole range of other materials and
styles. The result is a more diverse
collection in-store, with a wider appeal to
a wider audience,’ he says.

The Victorian style Cambridge metal

bedsteads are designed to appeal to true
romantics, says Hyder, while the less
elaborate curves of the white finished
Tuscany complement less traditional
interiors.

‘For those new romantics, the laser cut
steel of the Valencia and Montpellier
offer a twist on the traditional, with the
black finish adding a real sense of drama.
Those with a cool side will love the Milan.
In its brilliant white or black faux leather
finish, chrome legs and high headboard,
the Milan makes a really striking
statement and it looks great in ultra
contemporary minimalist interiors,’ he
says.

For faux leather, the company has a
plethora of twists with an extensive
collection of bedsteads, from the swan
neck of Paris to diamante studded Lyon.

Storage is increasingly important and
the Hyder design team incorporates this
with designs such Bali offering up to four
times more under-bed storage than a
standard divan.

We specialise in
beds so have
been able to
develop a 
range of materials
and styles

Hyder Living

Above: Milan: a
striking statement 

Left: Cambridge: for
true romantics

âââ
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Customers and retailers were
looking for a simpler way to
create a fitted look

Kingstown 

before visiting a Kingstown stockist to
select their furniture. There are three
finishes to choose from and 30 left- or
right-hand packages. This makes it easy,
with the retailer’s support, for customers
to make a decision and place an order.

The new packages include over-bed
units, corner units and a range of

Kingstown’s 2010 collection of ready
assembled bedroom furniture includes
three new fitted look ranges: Nicole,
Michelle and Louise. Each has been
designed to enable retailers and
customers to create a fitted look without
the expense or upheaval of installing
custom made, fitted furniture.

Though it’s been possible for many
years to create a fitted appearance with
Kingstown furniture, it was not always
the easiest of processes, according to
Geoff Brailsford, Kingstown group sales
director. 

Consumers faced with such an
extensive collection of corner units,
multiple wardrobes and cornices
sometimes found it difficult to decide
what they needed. 

It became clear that customers and
retailers were looking for a simpler, less
expensive way to create a fitted look,
says Brailsford. With the new packages,
customers just need  to measure the
available wall space in their bedroom

wardrobes ranging from one to five
doors, with an option to include mirrored
doors. There is also a choice of chests of
drawers and a dressing table to
complement each range. Each of the
extra-height and full-depth wardrobes
can be configured to meet individual
requirements. Standard options include
double or single hanging for double
wardrobes, hanging or shelving for
singles.

Following research into colour trends
and emerging interior design, Kingstown
has selected three finishes for the ranges,
and Brailsford says the Nicole white
painted finish is its best yet. Louise is
meeting the current appetite for a dark
finish with a modern twist, and the
honey coloured Michelle is for those
looking for a warm, elegant feel, he says.

All of Kingstown’s tall wardrobes can
be disassembled and reassembled for
ease of delivery into houses with access
restrictions, and the company also offers
a direct home delivery and fitting service.

Left: Nicole
Below: Louise
combi wardrobe
Below left:

Michelle
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Three manufacturers tell how they keep up to date with demand

As tastes change, manufacturers have to
create designs and reinvent existing
winners to meet demand.

Willis & Gambier’s Forecast marked the
introduction of a transitional range with
the oak given a contemporary twist by
being gently aged with slight distressing
and a warm tint to finish. Metalwork with
a pewter finish helps to add softness.

‘As Willis & Gambier has a strong
presence in the US market, the US
designers collaborated with the UK team
to research and identify new and exciting
trends that could be transferred to the
UK market metal,’ says Mark Symes, Willis
& Gambier md. 

The collection is aimed at consumers
who are more design-aware.  

He says it was evident from the early ���

drawings that it was an exciting concept.
The contemporary style is combined with
modern living which includes design
features such as the pull-out drawer for a
keyboard on the desk and stackable
units, plus leather stools and benches
that can be used as side tables or extra
seating with storage incorporated.

‘I felt very strongly that for us to retain
our position as leader in design for the
consumer, our design team would need
the freedom to create and explore
different finishes and mediums, and the
result is Forecast,’ adds Symes.

For Pinetum, moving away from pine
furniture, building on the success of its
traditional painted Mundus range, and
offering something different, lay behind
the creation of the Pantone, available in
11 shades, and Florence, in four painted
finishes.

‘We decided to redesign, rethink and
refresh our painted offering,’ says Laura
Varley, design and marketing assistant. 

‘The range of colours is really what
makes Pantone stand out from other
painted ranges. We wanted to get 

Old Charm’s Verve

Refreshing changes
We wanted to
give end users a
real choice and
the freedom to
colour their home
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away from just offering the standard
colours of ivory, white and vanilla as
these colours are everywhere. We
wanted to give end users a real choice
and to give them the freedom to colour
their home. The scope of the range,
because of the colours, opens Pantone
up to new clientele. Of course, we did
keep in the aforementioned colours as
they are eternally popular.’

Varley says with Mundus being phased
out of production the company wanted
to give retailers something exciting and
create a buzz about painted ranges. 

‘The range was already there, we just
needed to give it a facelift by adding
some timeless cornices and plinths and,
of course, offering it in a fantastic choice
of colours.’

Responding to increased demand for
classic dining furniture and to fill a gap in
the market for statement pieces, Old
Charm debuted the Lambourn range in
July. 

‘It is a stunning table that embodies
the essence of grand dining. Complete
with two extra leaves (housed inside the
table), the planked top table seats 10 to

60 Interiors Monthly September 2010
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12 comfortably, and the fully upholstered
chairs feature legs that complement the
table’s turned bulbous pedestals,’ says
Malcolm Nix, Old Charm sales and
marketing director.

Also launched in July, the Verve Dining
group offers a contemporary dining
solution. ‘Its development was on the
back of the success of the occasional
group launched last year. The distinctive

retro designs embody the stylish
quirkiness of the 1920s period and satisfy
a niche in the market,’ says Nix. 

The dining pieces feature the smooth
lines, walnut detailing, and sunburst
veneer motif evident in the rest of the
collection. The group comprises a
sideboard, oval mirror, dining table
which seats 10 to 12 and an upholstered
chair available in a new striped chenille.

Willis & Gambier’s Forecast

Pinetum’s Pantone 
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Crystal Stripes
in 8 striking colour combinations
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Bretz upholstery combines quality with fantasy to
produce designs that stand out from the crowd���
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Bretz offers products like no-one else. Love them or hate them,
the company’s designs cannot be ignored.

‘Combining craftsmanship with passion, quality with fantasy,
and tradition with avant-garde,’ is how Harmut Bretz, Bretz
director describes its approach. ‘We have a tradition for
exclusive upholstery. Today we are able to create extremes of
shapes, taking them to the limit.’

But he dismisses any suggestion that the designs are bold
just because they can be.

‘Design doesn’t degenerate into mere sensationalism but
evolves into craftsmanship as art,’ he says. ‘Since our company
was founded one thing has been simply inconceivable for us:
conformity.’

While the designs may not conform to everyone’s idea of a
sofa, Bretz has allowed one exception to its conformity rule:
customer requirements. With hundreds of cover options, many
seat depth options and a choice of feather or spring seats,
choice matters. ‘Anything that’s comfortable goes,’ he adds.

Top: Don Corleone

Centre: Pompadour

Left: Cloud 7
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Contemporary
styling is not
confined to the
young

Vale-Bridgecraft has designed a
collection that targets a new
younger customer base while
responding to changing market
demand with older consumers
looking for more contemporary
styling.

‘We realise that our brand attracts
a considerable amount of interest
from current customers who prefer
high quality and high standards of
design in traditional and transitional
styles. Our customers are particularly
attracted to fairly high backs with
good lumbar support, and this in a
way dictates design style,’ says Stuart
Chadwick, Vale-Bridgecraft md. 

‘Although we will never neglect
this area of the market we are well
aware that there are younger
customers wishing to purchase our
brand but prefer a more
contemporary look. Having said 
that I am often reminded that
contemporary styling is not
confined to the young.’

The Inspirations range will differ
slightly from most contemporary
competition due to the
construction. Solid hardwood 
frames with a 25-year guarantee 
and a mixture of coil and steel
springing system supports Dacron
Quallofil Supreme seat cushions 
and Dacron Extra Life back cushions.
As well as being available in the 
full Vale-Bridgecraft range of 
fabrics, the Inspirations range is
being launched with covers
featuring a high natural fibre
content with the choice of linens
and wool qualities.

‘We are aware of changing market
conditions and have a target market
area of retailers who have moved
away from traditional to modern. We
shall of course endeavour to fill this
gap as soon as possible,’ says
Chadwick.

Inspirations has
a 25-year frame
guarantee, with
Matisse (below)

and Goya
(above and

right) aimed at
younger and
existing Vale-
Bridgecraft
customers

Vale-Bridgecraft

���
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Natuzzi 

Riverbridge House

3065 Admirals Park

Anchor Boulevard, 

Crossways Business Park

Dartford, Kent DA2 6SL

Tel: 01322 312 571

www.natuzzi.co.uk

Natuzzi Group was founded in 1959 by

Pasquale Natuzzi who has spearheaded the

success of the company for more than 50

years. He remains the group’s executive chair-

man and chief designer. 

The Natuzzi Group headquarters is based

in Southern Italy where it designs, produces

and markets sofas, armchairs and living room

furniture, distributed to 123 countries across

five continents. 

Natuzzi has become Italy’s largest furniture

company and is a leading name in leather

upholstery. Employing around 6,856 people

globally, the company has been listed on the

New York Stock Exchange since 1993. 

The group’s extensive product range is

divided into three clear brands: Natuzzi,

Editions and Italsofa. 

Each of the brands caters for specific 

market sectors and address different 

consumer needs. 

In total the group offers a vast array of more

than two million style combinations, 

coverings and functions.

As the B2B brand of the Natuzzi Group,

Editions is focused on comfort and craftsman-

ship and includes traditional to transitional

styles for a casual or modern look. The range

offers leather upholstery with styles to suit a

broad taste and lifestyle, and offers great value

for money. 

Italsofa is Italian furniture

designed for modern,

active and easy lifestyles

and was introduced by

the Natuzzi Group in

2000. Offering a wide range of modern and

contemporary sofas, Italsofa provides good

quality, stylish products for customers looking

for modern Italian designed furniture at afford-

able prices. It’s a global B2C brand and cur-

rently distributed through standalone Italsofa

Stores in China, Israel and Montenegro and

Italsofa Galleries in France, UAE and Poland. 

Both Editions and Italsofa products are

designed, engineered and developed by the

Natuzzi Group Style Centre in Italy and manu-

factured in the group’s production plants

worldwide to be closer to the end consumer,

ensuring efficient delivery times. 

All Natuzzi Group products are hand-made

to exacting standards and this is reflected in

its ISO certification.

Natuzzi is the group’s most established brand

and renowned worldwide for its high-end tai-

lor-made leather upholstery for the living room.

Natuzzi offers consumers a ‘Total Living

Concept’ in design, style and functionality,

with exclusive products made to order in the

group’s own Italian factories. Consumers can

choose sofa models in hundreds of composi-

tions, leathers, fabrics, colours and finishes.

As well as elegant sofas and armchairs,

Natuzzi also offers stylish accessories includ-

ing lamps, vases, rugs, tables and wall units

that perfectly complement each other.

Above: Italsofa’s modular Puzzle

Below: Editions B556 sofa

Style
times three
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Baxter looked to the past for the
inspiration for its latest upholstery. Paola
Navone opted for a 1940’s style for her
Sofia sofa with a high back and large
cushions.

In contrast, the destructured and
oversized Damasco offers a soft, rounded
form. The sofa is sewn with the
trademark raw-cut edging that
distinguishes Paola Navone’s Baxter
collections.

The leather used is the result of an
experimental exercise in the recycling of
imperfect hides. Following this special
treatment, the leather acquires a
particularly soft and sensual hand.
Resulting colours vary within a subtle
range of similar shades. Each piece is
unique.

Roberto Lazzeroni’s Rafael is a modular
seating range with the simple lines of the
1970s. An exercise in material research
and above all design, inspired first and
foremost by the former. 

The leather used is the result of an experimental
exercise in the recycling of imperfect hides

Baxter

This design is reminiscent of the great
upholstery creations and was developed
to highlight the characteristics of Baxter’s
new 4mm thick Rhino leather, which is
highly veined in some places and
smooth in others and, alone, creates the
fascinating pattern that inspired the
designer’s creativeness.

Top: Rafael: 1970’s
inspired

Centre: Damasco:
oversized

Above: Sofia: 1940’s
style
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those over 40 are still persuaded by its
comfort,’ says Rootes.

The roomsets are frequently updated
to accommodate changes in models and
colours of leather and fabric. The
building also houses a lecture theatre,
meeting rooms and a photographic
studio. This venue is used to host both
international visits as well as trade shows.
Ekornes’ in-house photographic team,
combined with an international
advertising agency, use the space for
much of the glossy Stressless
photography and TV shoots. 

‘We firmly believe that no other
manufacturer is doing more to bring
customers through retailers’ doors or
promote Stressless sales through our
outside retailer events,’ says Duncan Box,
Ekornes UK marketing manager.

‘The fourth level of our training
academy programme is another example
of how we actively encourage the
sharing of information and knowledge
with our retailer partners. That is why we
are so pleased to have won the Best
Marketing Support Award for the second
consecutive year, as well as being
awarded the Best Overseas Manufacturer
for the first time as voted for by Interiors
Monthly readers.’

business covered, the actual products
seen on the shopfloor back in the UK
were reviewed. This took place in the Bua
showroom in Alesund, with the entire
Stressless collection displayed in lifestyle
settings over 500sqm.

‘This year pride of place went to the
new Stressless E200 and E300 sofas and
Long Chair,’ says Rootes. ‘These present a
very different Stressless to the public.
The look is much more streamlined,
young and fresh, as well as mainstream.

However, the clever ErgoAdapt tilt
mechanism confirms the quality and
functionality the business thrives on
worldwide.’

Other models on display included the
new Soul sofa, the Blues and Jazz
recliners and more traditional lines such
as the Royal and Mayfair recliners which
are popular in the UK.  

‘The Royal has a wave of second
generation fans with a younger audience
now calling it retro or vintage, while

The UK group of sales staff (below) went on a tour of the Ekornes Bua showroom (above)
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Taking care of business
Optimise believes constant development keeps it ahead of the game

Optimise Solutions has stayed ahead of
the competition by constantly advancing
its enterprise business software over the
past 21 years, according to Sid Vel,
Optimise marketing manager. 

The Optimise system is a fully
integrated intelligent stock control, order
processing and tracking and financial
accounting package that Vel says helps
to save costs while increasing profit
margins. 

The company has some of the top UK
retailers and traders as customers. ‘We
have more than 400 users in the UK and
Republic of Ireland who trust Optimise
Solutions and regard us as a friendly,
secure and reliable software provider.’

Vel cites being one of the first
companies to launch a mobile

application for product enquiries on the
go as an example of its innovation, while
its eCommerce link up solution has saved
many retailers the cost and time they

used to spend on a dedicated website
manager. The integrated showroom
display label printing option can print
display tickets in minutes, without
having to export and import data. 

Last month Optimise won the Best
Software Supplier (4-plus stores) award.
‘We’d like to thank Interiors Monthly
readers for the award. Optimise is
dedicated to helping furniture
businesses by providing them with
software systems to reduce operating
costs while increasing profit margins. 

‘At Optimise, we are constantly looking
for new ways to speed up, secure, and
fine tune business processes. We take
care of your business systems and make
it easy for you to offer superb customer
service to your customers,’ says Vel. 

Display tickets can be printed in minutes
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Refined style
When the market

wanted lower prices, a

top-seller for Kettle was

adapted to meet the

demand

The original Rutland collection was
hugely popular for Kettle Interiors, but in
the last year or so it became obvious that
retailers’ demand for the best possible
value ranges made it a less viable option
for many. 

Generally Kettle develops its ranges
from a blank canvas but on this occasion
a more budget conscious range –
Rutland 22 – was created using the same
styling and rustic finish. The result is a
collection that captures the spirit of its
parent range, but with more competitive
pricing. 

‘Constructed from oak and developed
with a new manufacturer, the range is
ideal for retailers looking for a striking
range that satisfies the need for diverse

appeal,’ says Simon Ainge, Kettle sales
manager. 

‘Rutland had a unique appeal and
really stood out in-store and we didn’t
want this to change with Rutland 22,’ he
says. ‘We set about developing the range
and refined our existing designs to
deliver better value without losing any of
the style that had made the previous
incarnation such a popular one.’

Its contemporary styling complements
modern homes, but its rustic finish
makes it equally able to blend in
traditional homes. 

Rutland’s 22 items range from
extending dining tables, to wine
cabinets, mirrors, TV units and lamp
tables.

Rutland 22 is based on the
original Rutland collection
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One step
beyond
It’s important to be ahead of the game

with styles and technology for vinyl

It’s been a hectic year for IVC Group. It hasn’t just introduced
one or two new collections, but whole new brands with a new
direction for its vinyl flooring and a consumer campaign.

‘In fact, we’ve been so busy we could have completely
forgotten to keep ahead of trends and developments, but a
quick flick through our new Avenue or Leoline catalogues
proves that we have done anything but, and that a whole range
of styles have been introduced since the beginning of the year,’
says Caroline Wille, product manager for the Avenue and
Leoline brands.

The realism of wood and stone designs have been improved
with Natural Look and Feel technology, Superguard PUR
treatments were launched and backings have been revised to
improve comfort and performance. 

But it is the more forward thinking styles that really stand out.
Bolivia and Ferro in the Leoline Luxury Trends collection and
Artesia, Nashville and Cardiff from the Avenue Café Noir
collection have been developed to stretch the boundaries of
vinyl flooring. 

‘These designs have been well received, and the appearance
of Café Noir in the consumer Press generated a huge response,
proving that it is the more experimental designs that really
catch the eye,’ says Wille.

She recommends that retailers check out the designs
highlighted by the Designer’s Choice badge. ‘These designs
have been picked by our design team to be right on the latest
trends.’

VINYL

Left: Artesia 599 from
Avenue’s Café 
Noir collection

Below: Milo 78 from
Leoline’s Fantasia
collection

���
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In developing its Art Select Woods collection, Karndean noticed
that of all the flooring trends, parquet was one than never went
away, despite its traditional high cost and maintenance needs. 

Karndean wanted to simplify this process and create a luxury
vinyl that mimicked parquet, but was affordable with low
maintenance benefits and could be used in high traffic areas
such as the hallway and places where wooden floors are not
usually recommended, such as kitchens and bathrooms.

The flagship designs for Art Select Woods are the Blond Oak,
Auburn Oak and Black Oak parquet. Each plank is individually
cut to 3in x 9in to reflect the traditional methods of parquet and
can be laid in herringbone and block. The Russet Oak, Shaker
Style is an individual 16in x 16in tile that replicates the shaker
style parquet. 

Art Select Woods is the company’s top end collection, with a
starting retail price from £44.99 per sqm, however, the success
of Oak Royale demonstrated to Karndean that there is a
demand for premium, luxury vinyl flooring.   

‘We are also hoping to attract a new client base that is led 
by trends, particularly with the parquet,’ says the company.

‘The final colour and finishes have been chosen to
identically replicate the beauty of nature. With 17 styles in the
range, the scope is varied, ranging from dusk oak to black oak
to autumn oak.’

Art Select Woods’
Blonde Oak 

Russet Oak, Shaker Style

There is a demand 
for premium, luxury 
vinyl flooring

Karndean 
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understatement of recent years. As a counter reaction, we are
searching for purity, intensity, cleanliness. White is emblematic
of those values. Brides, doctors and dentists wear white. White
cars and white make-up are on the rise, not forgetting that our
homes seem to be becoming ever whiter. White has a calming
effect, is elegant, chic, and shows coloured home accessories at
their best.’

The same approach was taken for the introduction of leather-
look tile to Arte. A cowhide discovered in a workshop after a
protracted search, provided the inspiration. The hide was
almost perfect with fine wrinkles and traces of insect stings and
barbed wire. These authentic characteristics were subtly
accentuated, which means the leather tiles ended up looking
more attractive than the original leather, says Quick-Step.

The recent introduction of the white Carrara tile to Quick-Step’s
Arte laminate range shows the benefit of taking a long term
view in product development. Two years ago the firm’s design
team started looking for the most suitable decor for a white tile.
It had to be an exclusive, perfect tile that was virtually
indistinguishable from real stone. 

It chose a white Carrara marble with a balanced – quiet yet
exciting – interplay of blue grey and yellow-brown veins on a
background that was not a glaring white, but ‘emotional white’. 

‘White, often in combination with light grey and brown, is the
interior trend of today. It is more than likely to be the trend for
the next five years too,’ says the company.

‘In times of economic recession, we need positive, fresh
colours, say trend watchers. We have had enough of the

Above: Carrara is an
‘emotional white’

Left: The Arte leather-look
tiles are available in dark
and light finishes

Different strokes 
Creating something not available elsewhere, enhancing existing choices and

designing for the long haul all inspired development by three manufacturers 

���
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there is no other supplier offering such a diverse range,’ says
Azoo. ‘For the retailer, this means they can meet the demands of
anybody that walks in looking for wood flooring, so they never
miss out because the consumer is looking for a particular shade
or something really different.’

Azoo says retailers are not expected to hold all samples. 
‘I recommend not holding samples of all our finishes as there

is so much choice it might do more harm than good. With that
in mind, we supply handy baskets that cover a broad spectrum
of styles from each collection, showing diversity without
becoming over bearing.’

All floors are hand-finished using materials from suppliers
such as Bona, Farrow & Ball and Blanchon, and have a 10-year
warranty.

‘I always felt something was missing in the wood flooring sector
and that the industry lacked enough diversity, with suppliers
providing very similar products that really narrowed choice for
the consumer,’ says Sid Azoo, Artwood founder.

‘I knew that the market had developed far enough, and that
consumers were comfortable enough with the concept of wood
flooring, for there to be a range that stretched the diversity of
the sector, offering new levels of style and choice. With this in
mind we founded Artwood, where diversity is key and we have
literally hundreds of different finishes to choose from.’

With the Classic, Design Oil, Design Lacquer and Painted
collections, there is everything from brown to gold, silver and
pink on a variety of finishes to create some dazzling effects. 

‘Artwood really is the art of wood flooring. As far as we know,

Artwood says it
offers the country’s
widest choice of
floors, all with a 
10-year warranty

Artwood really is the
art of wood flooring

Artwood 

���
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Wood is a fabulous material
because you can harness 
its benefits

Kährs 

Kährs’ most recent products are the Artisan and Supreme
ranges; collections of oak floors featuring hand-scraped, colour-
washed and brushed finishes, used in combination with a range
of water-based stains and solvent-free surface treatments. 

‘Although designer finishes like these aren’t new to Kährs, the
floors take the concept a stage further, fulfilling the huge
customer demand for “something different”, as well as exploring
possibilities even further and steering trends,’ says Harvey
Booth, Kährs (UK) sales manager. 

‘The new Grande Supreme floor, for example, gives the much-
sought after traditional plank look, with a designer edge, but it’s
in dimensions previously not available in a modern, multi-
layered format.’

Booth says its ranges have evolved over the years and as
floors have become design features in their own right, it has
explored new designs and manufacturing techniques. 

‘Wood is a fabulous material because you can harness its
benefits in terms of natural looks, performance and
sustainability, and find new ways to magnify these and add
value,’ he says. 

‘It’s a continual process that requires multi-level commitment
and many parts of our organisation are involved in the process,
from product designers, to quality teams involved in rigorous
three-month testing cycles which ensure our floors provide
optimum performance in all conditions and at all levels of
global humidity.

‘But we’re not always looking to innovate. We’ve recently
developed a new 6mm contract floor which, instead, brings
Kährs value, eco-credentials, quality and performance to a
brand new sector.  In this way, we’ve identified a gap in the
market and once rolled out, we can then examine product
potential further.’

Kährs’ Straw (top left)

and Oyster (top right)

are from the Artisan
Range while Plaza
(above) is from the
Avenue collection,
part of the Supreme
range
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Practicality, storage, and look generally
dominate when buying home office
furniture. Comfort and the suitability of
the chair are easily forgotten, often
because neither the salesman nor the
consumer know much about the topic.
It’s much easier to point out the
hideaway keyboard drawer, easy access
of the printer space, or the adjustable
shelves, than it is to persuade the
shopper that the £200 chair is better
than the £50 model.

For many, providing stability and
support is key, but Norwegian chair firm
HÅG takes into account the need for
movement to maintain a healthy
cardiovascular and circulatory system. 
By creating chairs that encourage
micromovements, ‘long-term sitters’
are able to exploit their sedentary ���

hours for better productivity.
Jo-Are Bjerke, HÅG UK md says that as

instinctive hunter-gatherers, humans are
designed to be active. But, as the
modern world has developed, we have
increasingly adapted to the surroundings
of everyday routine.

‘Sustained throughout the day, this
can lead to bad circulation, poor posture,
and a reduction in productivity as the
body closes itself off by remaining rigid.
It’s great to finally see the market waking
up to the fact that they don’t have to be
sitting still when seated,’ says Bjerke.

According to Bjerke, adjusting your
balance is vital for sitting comfortably.
‘When you sleep you constantly toss and
turn until you find the perfect position.
At HÅG, we understand that there are
any number of seating positions 

Chair leading

There are more

considerations than

price when buying an

office chair

Left: Some
97% of the
Futu can be
recycled
Right:

Capisco’s
saddle seat
can be
adjusted

Backfiring
Robin Lansman, British Osteopathic

Association member says:

‘Over the last 10 years I have noticed

more and more people suffering

back problems, which can often be

attributed to poor seating posture

and a lack of regular movement in

the workplace. To avoid a build up of

occupational injuries and posture-

related problems, individuals need

to be able to cope with the demands

work places on the body within the

office or home office environment.

Frequent short breaks away from the

desk and computer will re-stimulate

brain and body, keeping you healthy

and fitter for work.’
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Let us put you in the picture

Visit us at Stand C12 at the National Floor Show

Kingsmead Carpets  01827 831427  info@kingsmead-sales.co.uk  www.kingsmeadcarpets.co.uk
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Cheap and harmful
How quickly will your new, £50 chair become the pain in your

back? Duncan MacIntyre, founder of officechairadvice.com,

offers advice.

‘It’s time to ditch that old home office chair and figure you’ll

take a look in the local superstore as they’ve always got deals

on desk chairs. You see what looks like a great deal. You sit in

it, pull a few levers, feels comfortable – it’s even got leather

too. Everything looks great and yet, is it a serious bargain or is

it a serious liability?

‘If you have a worn-out chair, then anything you sit in is

likely to feel like a million dollars by comparison. Not only

that, virtually any new chair you sit in for a couple of minutes

will feel great, and that’s not altogether surprising. After all,

everything is new so it naturally feels good, and that’s where

everybody gets it wrong with cheap chairs – they flatter to

deceive,’ explains MacIntyre.

To truly know whether a computer chair is right for you or

not, you need to sit in it for several days – not minutes. Only

then will all its shortcomings become apparent. This is why a

30-day return policy is a must when buying, either in person

or online.

How do these shortcomings suddenly become apparent

once you use it for a day or two? It’s down to what it’s made

from, as on the exterior it looks great.

MacIntyre says any chair around the £50 mark will always be

a compromise because it is made to fit a price, so corners get

cut to achieve this. Here are some of the things that are not

immediately obvious about low cost chairs:

• Made with cheap foam pads normally seen in packaging

that soon loses shape and go as flat as a pancake.

• Low cost upholstery which quickly takes a shine, like a well-

polished shoe. Or leather that likely came from remnants or

rejects that ages prematurely, becoming brittle and starting to

crack.

• Low quality components – arms that break off, backs that

won’t recline or stay in place, gas lifts that keep descending. 

and that the next one is always the best,
so we design our chairs to be receptive
to each micromovement and its effect on
the whole – namely improved bloodflow,
increased dynamism and mental clarity.’

HÅG chairs achieve continual
movement in a number of ways
including its adaptable tilting
mechanism which allows for variation of
natural movement by sloping down
when the sitter leans forward at a desk
and rising when they lean back to rest.
This, in turn, encourages the sitter to use
their legs to control balance, manipulate
their seated position and achieve the
best possible comfort – a key HÅG
concept known as foot controlled
movement. Adjustable lumbar support
and saddle-shaped seats are also
common features for HÅG chairs.

Its latest Futu chair uses the new
InBalance technology that provides
natural support by automatically
adjusting the chair’s tilt tension as the
user moves. 

‘The Futu easily responds to every
position – from leaning forwards to
stretching backwards and every variation
in between, ensuring maximum freedom
of movement,’ says Bjerke.

A winner of a Red Dot award this year,
97% of the chair can be recycled and
almost 50% of its components are made
from previously recycled materials.

Above: Futu won
a Red Dot award
this year
Below: Correct
support is vital
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CONTACT DETAILS:

Office and showroom address: 

6b Parc Nantgarw, Heol Y Gamlas, Treforest Ind Estate,

Treforest, Cardiff CF15 7QT; 

T: 0845 223 4900

Barry Webb, sales director: 

E: barry.webb@furnitureorigins.co.uk; M: 07702 603971

Andrew Cavaciuti, Furniture Origins sales agent for South

West and Wales: E:andrewcavaciuti@hotmail.co.uk; 

M: 07500 830888

Mike Brown, Furniture Origins sales agent for Scotland/

Cumbria/North East & Yorkshire, England & Scotland: 

E: mbaxmaikbrown@aol.co.uk; M: 07831 572601

McNally & Finlay: Contact Dermot McNally – Ireland: 

E: Dermot@rossmorefurniture.ie; T: 00353 47 81366/81360

Teresa Reaney, head of sales & marketing: 

E: Teresa.reaney@furnitureorigins.co.uk; or 

E: enquiries@furnitureorigins.co.uk; M: 07971 349834

Alan Endersbee, area sales manager Midlands/North

West/East Anglia/Kent/Essex & Greater London: 

E: alan.endersbee@furnitureorigins.co.uk; M: 07809 196019

The Manchester Furniture Show was a huge success for Furniture

Origins UK, with its collections of white painted ‘warm’ oak for dining

and bedroom ensuring everyone was busy with constant visitors to the

stand. The oak Loire range, a sister product to the Versaille range

launched so successfully at Interiors in January, was a firm favourite

with visitors. Sales for this launch prove that once again Furniture

Origins has manufactured a product that is in keeping with trends and

retailers’ expectations. It was without doubt the show stopper, and

sales far outweighed expectations.

Savanah, the white painted range, came a close second with the

launch of the dining collection. It is still a firm favourite with retailers

across the country and the dining collection is a natural progression for

this range. 

The upholstery launch at Manchester received positive feedback with

retailers ordering containers of stock that will arrive in October. All prod-

ucts are designed and manufactured by its unique design team and are

exclusive to the Furniture Origins brand name.

At the show four products were launched and the extensive collec-

tion is available to view by appointment at Furniture Origins’ state of the

art showroom in South Wales. 

Appointments can be made to visit with any of the contact details 

Meeting high expectations

listed below or by contacting the sales office on 0845 223 4900.

Following the launch of the glassware division, e1 Origins, in January,

it was sold into many more retailers. All glassware ranges can be viewed

in the showroom. 

‘I’m delighted with the excellent sales and feedback of all of the

ranges that were launched at both Manchester and Interiors in January,

thus proving again that Furniture Origins is constantly able to design,

manufacture and deliver quality product at affordable pricing and 

meet our customers high expectations,’ says Steve Egan, Furniture

Origins md.

‘More product launches are expected over the next couple of

months. The future as expected looks good... as the second half of the

year combined with the better selling season and pre-VAT increase will

only help with sales for both us and our retailers.’

The Dongguan showroom will be welcoming visitors and retailers

who are already booking in advance to view our extensive ranges dur-

ing the first two weeks of September. Barry Webb, the new Furniture

Origins UK sales director will be on site during this time to greet all UK

customers. For further information on this please contact either him

direct on: 07702 603971 or 0845 223 4900 to book an appointment.

Savanah

Loire
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Food for thought
Trend Bible looks at the increasing importance of the multi-function kitchen

At Trend Bible, one of our core principles
is to look at current societal and cultural
shifts in order to predict future consumer
trends and changes in taste. 

One of the most prominent directions
I’ve noticed during the recession is a
distinct shift towards families spending
more time at home. The financial
restraints of the recession have meant
that we eat in instead of going to a
restaurant and invite friends over instead
of socialising in pubs and bars. It’s this
big picture direction that has brought
about a focus on the home, and more
specifically the kitchen, as the epicentre
of all activity. 

The increase in TV shows such as the
BBC’s Great British Bake Off, Masterchef
and Great British Menu also tell us
something of our current ���

Adele Bird’s kitchen
prep table

Bright flashes of colour are a feature of WIS Design kitchens
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obsession with food and cooking. 
With a quarter of households now

reportedly growing their own vegetables
in an effort to self-sustain and beat the
effects of the recession, and the increase
in visitors to farmers markets, there are
many new products dedicated to
harnessing our desire of bringing the
outdoors in, such as the kitchen prep
table by Adele Bird. 

Bakeware in particular is enjoying a
renaissance as consumers look toward
nostalgic pastimes in times of economic
uncertainty (craft is undergoing a similar
revival with knitting groups on the rise
and a jump in membership to the
Women’s Institute), with colourful
silicone and acrylic utensils in soft pastel
colours that linger from the vintage
inspired trends of 2009. 

As we move into 2011, these pastel
colours continue to be important, yet the
vintage elements give way to cleaner,
minimalist aesthetics associated with the
start of a fresh decade. 

Colour is also becoming a key
statement for kitchen units, as
consumers demonstrate confidence with
colour and pattern through use of
wallpapered feature walls and bold

decorative accessories in other rooms.
Traditional white goods it seems are

no longer white, with even the most
permanent items in the home becoming
colourful and highly decorated. For
kitchen units, the key materials are still
wood/wood effects and high gloss 
white, although we really like bright
flashes of colour on the insides of
drawers and cupboards, as seen at 
WIS Design.  

Kitchens now have to work hard 
to facilitate cooking, dining, laundry 
as well as transforming into a home
office. This trend for multi-use kitchens is
set to be big, with the expected increase
of the ‘flexible workforce’ meaning that
our homes need to be accessible work
hubs where we can facilitate virtual
meetings, deliver presentations and host
conference calls. 

Although the current trend is for
nostalgia and seeking comfort in the
familiar, watch out for a new futuristic
dimension to food on the horizon. 

We’ve being talking to clients about
the future of convenience food and how
this will impact kitchen design, and one
of our favourite findings is MIT’s
Cornucopia ‘food printer’ which uses a

series of ingredients cartridges to whip
up meals and snacks and literally ‘prints’
them out in 3D. 

Similarly, the Philips’ Food Printer is
inspired by chefs like Ferran Adria and
Heston Blumenthal, and provides
molecular gastronomy at the touch of a
button by using the principles of rapid
prototyping. Unappetising as they sound
today, they tap into a broader trend for
ultimate convenience which is current. 
Joanna Feeley is Trend Bible founder

and creative director

www.trendbible.co.uk

Colour is more
important in the
kitchen
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Dixon docks
in Portobello 
Tom Dixon’s first store will also showcase

accessories from new designers 

Accessories will take centre stage when
Tom Dixon opens his first bricks and
mortar store on 20 September at
Portobello Dock in Ladbroke Grove, west
London. Along with the full collection of
Dixon’s furniture, lighting and accessories
– including the latest Industry collection
– Dixon has hand-picked a number of
designers from around the globe to
premier their work in the UK. 

From 20-26 September, to coincide
with the London Design Festival, Dixon’s
new digitally manufactured Etch brass
pendant light and candle-holder will be
made and sold from an assembly line as
part of a live Flash Factory inside the
store. 

Concession brands will alternate
quarterly throughout the year, with the
first group including Dutch designer Piet
Hein Eek’s scrap-wood cabinet collection
and a range of accessories never sold
before in the UK. ���

Tom Dixon’s Jack light
(left) and Bronze
Copper shade (above)
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florprotec®

Relay Park, 
Relay Drive, 
Tamworth, 
Staffordshire. 
B77 5PR. 

T: 01827 831 440 
F: 01827 831 441
E: sales@florprotec.co.uk 
W: www.floorprotection.co.uk

florprotec®
Quality Temporary Floor Protection

Florprotec® is a leading supplier of temporary floor protection products for use
in the construction industry, interior fit-out trades, ship building and
refurbishment markets. In addition to floor protection products Florprotec® also
provide specialist protection methods for vertical surfaces such as doors,
mirrors, glass, high class joinery and lift interiors to name a few. Florprotec® is a
major supplier of quality floor protection products in the UK, operating from a
modern, dedicated office and warehouse premises in the Midlands.

Whatever your requirement for temporary protection Florprotec® will have a product to
suit. Florprotec® strive to provide a world class customer service along with top quality
products at keen prices.

Why use temporary protection?
Fast track build programmes and delay penalties now see floors and finishes installed
at an earlier stage within the build programme. This means finishes are exposed to
following trades leaving the potential for damage. Any repair or cleaning can prove
costly and time consuming and can result in a delay in hand over of the premises.
Florprotec® products allow for finishes to be installed, then protected, meaning the site
can progress as planned.

What materials to use on site?
By asking yourself the following questions Florprotec® can provide a suitable product
for use on your site.
What finish requires protection?
What traffic on site will the protection be exposed to?
How long will protection be on site for?
Does the protection need to be flame retardant?

FOR TEMPORARY FLOOR PROTECTION
Contact florprotec next day delivery order line:

01827 831440

Going Green in 2010
Florprotec have recently developed a greener option for site protection.
Florprotec have recently launched a new range of T-Bord. T-Bord is a twin wall board,
which offers impact protection to smooth finishes. Enviro-Bord is a recycled version of
our most popular product, T-Bord. Manufactured from 95% recycled pellet offers a
greener solution for site protection.
The production of corrugated plastic sheet by its very nature produces waste material,
often referred to as “post industrial waste”.
Using recycled protection materials such as Enviro-Bord contributes to reducing the
consumption of prime resins normally used in the manufacture of this type of product,
which of course are a by-product of oil, a finite resource.
Enviro-Bord Flame Retardant sheet is manufactured from over 95% of post industrial
waste and at the end of its useful life can be recycled into a myriad of different
products by specialist reprocessors.
Enviro-Bord has full LPS1207 accreditation complying to the flame retardant standards
for construction sites.
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New Caribbean Design, an initiative
committed to highlighting the design
talent of the region, is launching home
accessories incorporating craft
production, community development
and modern design. 

New York based manufacturer
Areaware will showcase a collection of
playful products, ranging from jewellery
to pillows, created by a group of 16
young designers.

Luxury motorcycle helmet brand Les
Ateliers Ruby, will unveil eight limited
edition Tom Dixon copper helmets at the
store and from Copenhagen Lab there
are speakers originally designed by Arne
Jacobsen in 1955. 

Fine Cell Work sells handmade
products made by prisoners from 29
British prisons to include cushions, bags
and specially commissioned furniture.
Made A Mano has designed a set of
unique Lavastone boards made from
Mount Etna in Sicily, hand decorated in
vibrant colours and patterns. Gråsilver
will launch a collection of jewellery
consisting of one-off vintages pieces in
sterling silver and semi-precious stones
designed by celebrated Scandinavian
designers such as Georg Jensen and
Bjorn Weckstrom.

A dedicated materials library within
the shop is available to professionals
looking for reference and inspiration for
architectural and interior design projects. 

Checking out everything in the store
will no doubt work up an appetite for
some food at the Dock Kitchen with
rising star Stevie Parle cooking
overlooking the Grand Union Canal.
Relaunching as a permanent 80-seater
restaurant designed by Dixon’s interior
design subsidiary, Design Research
Studio, it includes a deli, take-away
coffee bar and private dining room. 

Above: Dixon’s Red
Lean lamp
Right: Areaware’s
Distorted candlesticks

Above: NCD’s Coal Pot
Top left: Tom Dixon’s
Void lights
Top right: Areaware’s
Cubebot
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To pre-register for your complimentary ticket to interiors 2011, please visit

www.interiorsbirmingham.com 

To book your stand, please contact Oonagh Colligan, tel: +44 020 7955 3927 or 

email: oonagh.colligan@ubm.com

The UK’s leading trade event for interiors

products, interiors 2011, is now 85% sold with

five months to go until the show. Space is 

particularly limited in Halls 1 to 5 with a large

number of leading brands participating 

including Duresta, G-Plan, Caxtons Furniture,

Alstons and The Morris Group. 

Hall 5 is particularly popular, which houses

beds and bedding, with Sweet Dreams

recently confirming its stand for the show.

New international brands such as Rejuvenite

from the USA, Relaxsana and Materassifico

Montalese both from Italy, and Boydak

International Trade from Turkey, have also

taken space at the 2011 event.  

‘Although interiors prides itself on being a

very British event, international exhibitors are

increasingly using interiors as their gateway to

the UK market,’ says Andrew Vaughan, 

portfolio director. ‘Over the past 25 years, the

show has grown to establish itself as the lead- 

ing interiors trade event in the UK, and serves

as a vital platform for businesses, national and

international, to grow within the UK.’

Over the past few editions organiser UBM

has made the show easier to get around with

a categorisation process. ‘We have 

successfully put together a fully categorised

event over the past three years and are now

looking to build on our core assets, 

strengthening each product area now that we

have a show that is far easier to navigate,’

says Vaughan.  

‘The increase of international companies to

interiors 2011 brings a range of new exciting

products to the show while also showcasing

the best of British design to an international

audience.’ 

The new flooring section at interiors is also

taking shape, with 50% of space already sold

just two months after its inception. Companies

such as Bond Worth, Brintons Fine Carpet,

Brockway Carpets, Crucial Trading, IVC and

Leica Geosystems have all confirmed their

stands in Hall 2. Flooring’s new position is 

perfectly placed next to accessories, furniture,

soft furnishings and lighting. With more than

7,000 visitors with an interest in flooring 

having previously attended the show, the 

audience is already very much there. 

interiors 2010 welcomed some 600

exhibitors and in excess of 25,000 visitors.

The next edition of the show will take place at

the NEC, Birmingham from 23-26 January

2011. 

Space 

filling up 

at interiors

2011
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Masterworks
The finest British made

furniture will again be on

show at Long Eaton

Renowned for its traditionally hand-
crafted British furniture, more than 30
companies will take part in the 
Long Point exhibition from 13-16
September, hosted in the showrooms 
of the members of the Long Eaton 
Guild.

Artistic Upholstery, David Gundry,
David Knight Collection, Duresta,
Gascoigne Designs, Henderson Russell,
Iain James Furniture, John Sankey, Parker
& Farr, Peter Guild, Steed Upholstery,
Wade Upholstery and Whitehead Designs
will be joined at the Nottinghamshire
event by guest exhibitors including
Caxton Furniture, Granfort, Mollio and
Timantti UK. 

The finest of woods, carefully selected
leathers and exclusive textiles are the
materials regularly used by the Long
Point exhibitors in the creation of
bespoke upholstery, providing luxurious

yet durable and traditional home
interiors. Immaculate designs and
impeccable craftsmanship make these
furniture manufacturers experts in their
field, providing exclusive products,
crafted to the highest standards.

Long Eaton Guild’s core objective of
maintaining the highest standards of
proficiency in hand-made furniture
manufacturing and continuing to
support and develop the mastery of

these skills is showcased at the show. 
Transport will be provided between

the showrooms and subsidised
accommodation is available.

FAST FACTS

Long Eaton Exhibition

Long Eaton, Nottinghamshire

13-16 September

Contact: 0115 939 4278, visit

www.longeatonguild.co.uk 

Granfort, Henderson
Russell and Whitehead
Designs are among
the exhibitors
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• Manufactured out of natural raw material
twisted coconut fibre & natural latex.

• Rubberized coir form a unique resilient
mattress & possess natural breathing
qualities.

• Ability to produce at varying sizes,
thicknesses, designs and various densities.

• Offered with combined layers of Natural Latex foam
which gives unique comfortable feeling.

• Cover made out of high quality Thailand
Jacquard fabric.

• Mattresses can be produced with Fire
Retardant to comply with BS7177-1996 
on request.

• We are ISO 9001:2000 certified,
Member ISPA.

Rileys Door Mats
An exciting New collection of Designer Indoor & Outdoor Floor Mats to suit your
every need. Excellently Crafted; Rileys Floor mats are available in an array of colours,
Styles, Sizes & Textures. Guaranteed to satisfy the most discerning Customers 

Sales - Chrishan Mendis
Sales Tel: +44 777 409 2184 / +94 777 361 181 Sales Fax: +44 (0) 1732 362626 Email: haylexuk@hayleys.com
Web: www.haylexuk.com ISO 9001:2000 & 14001 Certified Company

Sales - Chrishan Mendis
Sales Tel: +44 777 409 2184 / +94 777 361 181 Sales Fax: +44 (0) 1732 362626
Email: haylexuk@hayleys.com  Web: www.haylexuk.com ISO 9001:2000 & 14001 Certified Company

Marketed by Haylex Ltd.

Marketed by Haylex Ltd.

Toyo Cushion Mattresses TTOOYYOO
CUSHIONCUSHION

MAMATRESSESTRESSES
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Difficult

Medium

Easy

ACROSS
1 Cheroot, for example
6 Put ___ on it!
10 Wash
14 Lofty nest
15 Liver fluid
16 La Scala solo
17 Trudge
18 Away from the wind
19 Ale, for example
20 100 of these equals one Japanese
yen
21 Attach
23 Scenes
24 Unexpected victory
26 Ice _____
27 Remove by melting
29 Exclude, remove
31 Plastic clog
32 Talk
33 Old PC monitor
36 One recording the past
40 Digit of the foot
41 Language elements
42 Sea-going eagle
43 Liquorice like flavouring
44 A chicken’s tooth?
46 Wretched hut
48 Trousers
49 Rhino relative
50 Flummoxed
52 Monte Carlo TV station
55 On the ocean
56 Now ___ me down...
57 Lover of Juliet
59 Young salmon
60 Winter pear
61 Fastener
62 Remain
63 Network
64 ‘Siddhartha’ author

DOWN
1 Members of the Felidae family
2 Able was ___...
3 Granular
4 Goal, intention
5 Meal
6 Behind
7 Taylor of ‘Mystic Pizza’
8 Holly
9 Scottish river
10 Likely to change
11 Staggering
12 Visionary
13 ‘Countrymen, lend me your ____’
22 Charge
23 Russian liquor
25 Agreement
26 Person who is liable to tell
untruths
27 Zwei cubed
28 Vigour
29 Form of lyrical poem
30 Race parts
32 Letter opener
33 Yule
34 Regular payment for agreed hire
35 Cad with three pips
37 It’s mine
38 Irritate
39 Saucy
43 Bird enclosure
44 Diff’rent Strokes actress Charlotte
45 Revolt leader, old style
46 Attacks
47 Musical drama
48 Fake (out)
49 Knocks lightly
50 Sunburn soother
51 Soviet news service
53 Untidy condition
54 Deal (with)
56 Big Blue
58 Corrida cry

SUDOKO CROSSWORD

Answers can be found on p102
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Fully Integrated System

Sales & Purchase Orders

Included

Stock Control (Unit & Bulk)

Multi-Branch & Warehouse

Barcoding & Container Orders

Profit Margin Monitoring

Financial Accounting

Website Integration 

Mail Merge with Targeting 

Online Customer Order Tracking

Delivery Text Alerts for Customers

Custom Management Reports

Price Tickets & Price Point

AIS Members Catalogue Upload

Postcode Lookup

Customer Service Suite

De-Branding Module

Delivery Scheduling

Zero Setup costs

Free 7 Day Trial & Demo

Free Training & Tutorials

Free Data Transfer of Stock

Free Customer Migration 

Free Customised Printing

Free Tech Support for life

Free Order Tracking Website

For more information
call or email:

08712 20 64 64 
info@retailsystem.com* minimum 5 users. Financial Accounting & Postcoder are optional and incur an additional charge 

*

Are you using an old fashioned or costly computer system? 
...or no system at all?

We transfer your data from your old system, or help you setup from scratch 
 - seamlessly and for FREE

*

“Best Software Supplier”

MMAAKKEE TTHHEE SSWWIITTCCHH -- CCUUTT CCOOSSTTSS

YYOOUU CCAANN AAFFFFOORRDD IITT
TThhee LLOOWW CCOOSSTT II..TT.. ssoolluuttiioonn iiss hheerree

Any size of store - 9 pence per day, per user*5
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Luxury care
Mention care homes and people
generally think of rows of wipe-down
wing chairs. Think again – care homes
have gone luxury. 

Interior design firm Bernard has kitted
out three homes for Hadrian Healthcare.
Its homes incorporate a sense of
community by including village shops,

libraries, hairdressers, cafes and a pub to
make residents feel at home. 

‘It has been a great challenge
transforming the traditional care home
aesthetic into a place which is stylish,
practical and comfortable,’ says Jennifer
Bernard, Bernard co-founder.

All we need now is to be able to afford
to retire.

Quenching a
thirst for funds
July’s
Manchester
Furniture Show
marked a decade
of fundraising for
the Furnishing
Industry Trust.
Show organisers
Laraine Janes
and Theresa
Raymond serve
drinks to which
10p was added
to the cost,
raising £400.

Entertainment answers

Easy DifficultMedium

Bedman’s holiday
Visiting a bed factory may not be

everyone’s idea of a transatlantic

holiday, but it was for 14 staff from

350-store US chain Mattress Giant.

The winners of a sales competition

ended their week in London with a

visit to Airsprung’s Trowbridge site

plus trips to Bath and Paris.

Airsprung Beds, through its North

American licensee International

Bedding Corporation, is a major

supplier to Mattress Giant.

Pedalling for charity
Energetic staff from Cormar Carpets
raised £1,000 for Manchester’s The
Christie cancer centre by cycling from
Manchester to Blackpool in four and a
half hours.

Six employees took on the challenge
of the 60-mile bike ride to raise funds for
the centre which treats some 40,000
patients a year. 

‘We take part in numerous fundraising
events each year and with a focus on
staff wellbeing, The Christie bike ride was
the perfect way to combine our love for
fundraising and fitness. A number of
employees cycle to and from work and
jumped at the chance to take part,’ says
Craig Marshall, Cormar Carpets, logistics
manager.

‘Some of the team’s friends or family
have been affected by cancer in some
way and with The Christie’s centre being
so close to home, this bike ride was
something we felt extremely passionate
about.’

Sponsors of the team included
Lancashire DAF, PPS Commercials,
Transline and System Hygiene, which
provided support and equipment.

Bernard co-founders Jennifer Bernard and Rebecca Hartley in the Bernard designed drawing room at
The Manor House, Gosforth 
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Area Sales Manager

Applications to:

John Clark
Plantation Rug Co
Horsfield Way
Bredbury Park Way
Stockport
Cheshire
SK6 2TJ

The Plantation Rug Company are importers and distributors
of quality handmade wool rugs and we are looking to recruit

an enthusiastic Sales Manager for Southern England.

The ideal candidate must have a strong working relationship
with Flooring and Furniture retailers in the Kent, Sussex &

Surrey areas.

Previous knowledge of the Rug market would be an
advantage but is not essential as full training will be given. 

Other 'must have's' include enthusiasm, the ability to see an
opportunity, act on that opportunity, and be an highly

motivated individual that can work on their own initiative.

In return a competitive salary, a commission based bonus
scheme, Healthcare and pension plans, fully expensed

company car. 

Nine to Fivers need not apply!
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•  We offer choice in styles and decors
• Innovative structures like the exclusive Chromezone Technology, the True to nature look,

• True matching accessories for the perfect finishing

•  High-quality materials and unsurpassed craftsmanship
• High Quality HDF coreboard
• Long warranty conditions until 25 years

•  
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Princetown Mondrian
By Axminster Carpets in 100% pure new wool
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Fun on the Floor
2011 trends

Beds and bedroom
Supplement
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